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We Endorse These Prof. Hill Quits MSU; Gets Top Land With
First
Candidates
Post At Tenn. Wesleyan College Wave Of Troops
Refutes Statement Mad,Negroes Capture Pair,
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(An Editorial)
The growing crisis in the South, the explosive international situation require leadership from men who will
not strive to peg the future of this state and nation on the
otrt - moded concepts of half a century ago.
We need statesmen and not demagogic state - men. We
need men of enlightened perspective with intestinal fortitude, who will stand for freedom for all, knowing that a
house divided against itself will fall. We need men of poliDr. Rowland M. Hill, who resigned last week as pro. BIRMINGHAM, Ala, — Two treatment they were transferred
tical experience and demonstrated honesty and integrity
Lessor of English at Memphis State university after rumors white men suspected of placing a' to the police station.
to shape the destiny of this state and to help guide
this
Were circulated to the effect that he was being disloyal to; bomb on a Negro resident's porch CHIID INJURED
nation to the domestic and international peace desired.
• The dynamite blast was placed
Fettered people throughout the world are crying out; the institution, is going to Tennessee Wesleyan college atl were captured last week and, on the porch of William Blackagainst and striving to sweep away the shackles of coloni- Athens, where he will serve
as professor of English and t badly beaten after the dynamite well, and damaged his porch and
alism and artificial barriers because of race or creed.
charge went off prematurely, and front wall extensively. Shattered
As chairman of the department of,
resulte world sits atop a smouldering sawdust heap' languages
they were spotted in the racially•, glass cut the neck of one of his
and literature.
the
family
had
to
take
the
phone
hich may be fanned at any monent into an all - consuming
mixed neighborhood by Negroes three small children who were
But before leaving Memphis aithj off the hook and leave it until who were alarmed and angered by asleep in the house at the time
onflagration through the shortsightedness of traditionof the blast.
the blast.
alists who revel in a past that is gone forever.
The charge also blasted out the
in
10
the
years
first
time
was
It
Despite the unfortunate efforts of reactionaries to
of Mr. Blackwell's white
residential bombings that the windows
of
besmirch Tennessee with the blight of narrowness
neighbor, Barbey Crawford, a re.
culprits have been apprehended
and
tired mailman.
bigotry in human relations, the state has nevertheless
and information given by the . Another blast was discharged in
been
able to occupy a fairly respectable status in the eyes
pair to police resulted in the arof the
a field ;bout a block from Mr.
world, largely through the leadership of a few
rest of a third man.
Blackwell's home, and fire departmen of
maturity, vision and exceptional ability. THIS MUST CONThe three suspects were identi- ment officials said that a plot to
fied as Ellis Lee, 42, of nearby , bomb several other homes in the
TINUE!
Irondale; and Herbert Wolcutt, 23,! area was interrupted when t h e
With these views in mind, we have given close study
and Crawford Neal, 28, both of first blast went off ahead of schedto the candidates seeking election in the
August 7 primary.
Birmingham.
ule.
We recommend ONLY FOUR for your support,
all
The pair who were arrested first! Commissioner Eugene "Bull"
Democrats. They are:
by
the
police,.
Conner said that the three men
had to be rescued
(1) SENATOR ALBERT GORE (incumbent) for re
but before their arrival the men would be charged with dynamitin
•
c'e_tion as United States senator;
were severely bruised and cut. Aft•1 ir crime punishable by op to 1
er being taken to the hospital for' years in prison.
(2) EDMUND ORGILL, for governor of Tennessee;
(3) ROBERT HOFFMANN, for chancellor of Chancery Court, Part 1;
dik (4) SHEPPERSON A. WILBUN, for state
representaWve.

Day Care Center For
Kids Worthy Project

SENATOR GORE
In all honesty we cannot state that we are in
hearty
accord with Senator Gore's record as junior senator
from
Tennessee on issues vital to our people. BUT, it is
so
superior to other solone from deep Southern states
there
Is no comparison. Hence, we must be
REALISTIC. His
action on key issues reflect farsightedness, not
yet fully
unders400d by many, prudence, and noteworthy interest
In the welfare of ALL the people of his
constituency. He
has not chosen to follow the course of least
resistance,
knowing that course is not in keeping with true Christian
and democratic concepts.
He feels as every fair - minded southerner that the
franchise should be extended to all citizens, and that under
the democratic form of government there
should be equal
opportunity for every American.
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Approximately 200 tan Marines were with the first
wave of troops to land at Beirut, Lebanon, on Tuesday of
last week, a n d among them were two Memphians, Pfc.
Frank Maney, the son of Mrs. Lenola Youngman, of 1980
Silver at.; and Cpl. Henry M. McDonald, son of Mr. and

Mrs. Harry McDonald, of 583-E.1
S. Lauderdale st.
uled to return to this country in
The Marine Corps has been InteMay.
grated for several years.
Mrs. McDonald said that a h•
No official count of the Negro
leathernecks could be obtained by knew that her son was aboard
the Department of Defense, but it the U. S. Saratoga, and when she
was believed that the figure was learned that it had been turned
more than doubled when the num- around and sent to the Middle East
ber of Otoops was increased to she knew that her son would be
landing in the area shortly.
6,800.
Cpl McDonald's trip tc the MidBoth Pfc. Marley and Cpl. McDonald are two year veterans of dle East is his second voyage
the corps, and both are graduates overseas, lie made a previous tour

HENRY M. McDONALD

pre. PILAW

MANEY

of St. Augustine High school here. te bases In the Caribbean Island.
parent's only
both men He, also is his
A day care center in the Dixie Homes area for pre- According to relatives,
were based at Camp LeJeune, N. child.
$5,000
reality.
Only
about
to
become
school children is
a
Among the Americans who were
C., before going abroad.
Mrs. Youngman said that her on hand to cheer the Marines as
Is needed to get it started.
the United States in May, they stepped ashore to save the
Space for the center, which would he known as the son left
and that in his last letter before tiny Middle Eastern nation from
Jessie Mahan Center for Pre-School Children, with rent leaving he added a
the Communist aggressors was Lt.
for peace." She postcri."Pay said that Comm. Edward S. Hope, a memand utilities free, has been promuntil the ber of the faculty of the Universiised by the Memphis Housing Au- helped to organize the Pm-School she was puzzled by it
Middle East last ty of Beirut. He was formerly 03
thority.
Association of Memphis and Shel- crisis arose in the
the faculty at Howard university.
week with the fail of Iraq,
Two teachers, Mrs. H. H. by county almost seven years ago PARENT ALARMED
There were at least five Negro
Jones and Mrs. Georgia Dailey; after a Negro child who had been
excited Marines from the bordering state
became
Youngman
Mrs.
who did outstanding work with left aloneby a workingmother'
when a reporter called at her home of Ohio to participate in the Lebwith foreign countries, which means, in so far as
children at the Bethlehem Center, was burned to death.
and asked for information about anon landing last week, and from
TennesKindergarten for six years, and
Miss Mahan was for many years,
see is concerned, increased sale of cotton,
her son, and she repeatedly asked Cleveland were Pfc. Wayne C.
DR. ROWLAND M. HILL
and more emwho attended Summer institutes at director of the Child Welfare Di- 1
ployment.
for assurance that nothing tragic Madden, Pfc. Lorenzo Marsh, Pfc.
his family for a three-week vs- ing one period of the morning that Vassar for two years, have prom- vision of the Health and Welfare had happened to her only child. Russell Franks, Sgt. Nathaniel
Mr. Gore is fully experienced in the
ised
to
give
their
services
to
the
complexity
of ration in Colorado, Dr. Hill took things settled down to normal.
Pfc. Maney's mother said that Weathers and Sgt. Roderick V.
Wash• t
See DAY CARE, page 2
. U. e knows the needs of our state. He has the opportunity
to
refute
a
stateson was dispatched to Port Thomas.
her
ACTION
DEMOCRATIC
one a praiseworthy fob in meeting
No information was available at
those needs. His ser- ment made by MSU president Dr. Hill's name moved iato the $5,000 OFFER
Lyaute, Morocco when he w a s
es in the United States senate must
person,
who
Then
did
not
a
wish
the number
continue to keep) Jack Smith that there were only headlines here in Memphis after to give his or her name, offered!
first sent overseas and that in his press time regarding
the Meme foes of modern day progress from
letters he mentioned that he had of Negro soldiers from
turning back the "three or four" teachers on the he succeeded in having more than to give $5,000 of the necessary minclock.
phis area who were transferred
campus who favored integration.
and Turkey.
Greece
to
been
imum of $12 000, if the balance
Ma"I know of more than five in See PROF. HILL, page 2
We urge registered voters to back
Cpl. McDonald, according to his from Germany to assist the
could be raised from other sourc-!
republic
Senator Gore, for .the English department alone
mother, was sent overseas in rines in protecting the
es.
miles
square
See CANDIDATE, Page 2
who would like to ace Negro stuy
January, and has been in Spain, covering 4,000 rugged
Nearly $2,000, it was said, can
coast.
dents enrolled at the school," Dr.
Italy and Turkey and was ached- along the Mediterranean
thisi
from
fees,
expected
and
be
mu said. "Integration is becorny
would provide the first year's bud
ing a dirty word, so let's just say
get. This is just about the way the
that they favor Negroa and
$12,000 would be used the first
studying together."
Year: approximately $C,000 would
A 35-year-old Negro woman was
CRANKS CALL
he used to pay two teachers, a
Following the announcement of
cook, a student helper and a main- criminally assaulted here last
Dr. Hill's resignation in a local
tenance man. Another $2,000 would week by a gang of young Negro
daily, the family's phone began
be used to install permanent in- hoodlums more than 12 times beringing, with the usual amount
door and outdoor equipment and fore police rescued her from the
of cranks on the other end of
•
provide for repairs and replace- restroom in the L. E. Brown park
claim to beAttist Etta Moten, the distinguished
When the United States Marine, could not always lay
A "land office" amount of busi- ments. The cost of food, cleaning, by police who came upon the
mezzo-contralto,1 the,line
One polite caller, Dr. Hill said, ness was
. ing an "all - American" fightwill make two appearances at the
accomplished last Fri- office and other supplies would scene after someone reported hear- Corps last week, at the order of ing unit. It was not until World
St. Andrew AME church told him that he had heard that
President Eisenhower, extended
on Aug. 10 during her visit
day at the registration office of!! be about $3,250; while incidental1 ing the disturbance.
Negroes were acceptto this area
he was the leader of integraits operations "from the halls of War II that
expenses such as telephone, social
the
County
Shelby
house!
Court
The
two
squad
Car
policemen,
The singer, who has thrilled
ed into the Corps, and then they
tion
forces
that
at
the
school,
and
shores
of
Lebto
1
the
Montezuma"
miscellinsurance
security,
and
audiences in many parts
as old and young, rich and poor,
according to Lt. W. 0. C
to segregated units.
b ,i1
he WRS very happy to learn of
of the world, will be presented at 10:15
aneous fees would amount to $750.1
was an additional laurel were assigned
arrived on the scene and captured' biumn, it
Racial segregation for the Maa.m., and again at his resignation. The Engiish pro- and black and white, streamed MAY COME TRUE
all-American organization
an
to
Into the building, lined up together
3.30 p. m.
two boys as they attempted to flee,
rine Corps ended as a policy for
fessor said that he thanked the and each waited
his turn to quail. The opening of the center will and obtained enough information that has been serving the coun- the orgarization when President
Although concert engagementa,
man and hung up.
be the fulfillment of a dream of
try for the last 182 years.
tures, and personal appearances
Calls came in so regularly dur..,see VOTE, page 2
the late Miss Jessie Mahan, who! See ATTACKED, page 2
however, See MARINES, page 2
The Marine Corps
ke her one of the busiest arts'currently on tour, she manages
to find enough time to devote
much of her energy and enthusiasm to building better hunian
relations.
'ALL EARNED'
By JAY MILNER
investigated," says Sheriff J. B. who didn't like Woodrow Wilson! home. Daniels did. But when they The sheriff took Daniels to jail whispered to him that Sheriff Bus, A member of many civic or(Buster) Trelo r sullenly and Daniels; because Daniels had, arrived, the young Negro
hulloed anyway. Again Daniels called on ter had beaten him "something
WATER
VALLEY,
Miss.
—
The then walks away.
ganizations. Miss Moten believes
been known on occasion, to sell out and fled — and there to meet his white friends to help. At I awful." The sheriff heard Daniels
white people of Yalobusha Coun- "I suppose I might as well
in accepting
the responsibility
a pint or two of moonshine whip Daniels was Sheriff Buster and a a. m., his boss, Maury Fly, 73,1 and beat him again.
talk
ty had always helped Woodrow about it," says
that goes with membership.
the widow, Annie ky.
deputy.
got out of bed to put up bond. ! Sheriff Buster missed church the
Wilson Daniels. But they couldn't Margaret Daniels,
'
,None of these are honorary
sitting on the Daniels made his living mainly
They arrested him on a moon- "You're always calling on Old
help him this time.
memberships," she said. "They
porch of her unpainted shack and as a delivery boy at Maury Fly's shine charge when they found a Man Fly to get you out of trouble," next day. It was Sunday and Mrs.
Daniels came to the jail to get
All they, could do was go to his rocking the crib of her 2-year-old grocery. He had worked
are all earned, for I refuse to bethere 15 quart of whisky in the paper sack. the sheriff told Daniels. "But this,
,
husband.
funeral.
long to any organization in which
daughter.
years.
When the case came to court, time he ain't gonna help you none.' her
just staggered down the
"Nobody has talked to me about "Everybody in town trusted him Daniels pleaded with his white
Two of them cried.
I cannot be active."
Then as Fly watched, sheriff, "He
Daniels was a Negro. He had it except to say how sorry they without question," said Fly, a friends to help him. They did. The Buster began to beat Daniels with. steps," she said. "His nose was
A list of the organizations in
bleeding. Ile told us: 'He best me
which she is active includes board.
lived every day of his 35 years is. And I ain't told nobody any- white man. 'Most white house- judge freed him. Sheriff Buster a long stick.
and he beat me and he beat me.
in the steamy confines of this Mis- thing.
of directors of the Chicago Urban
wives would leave their door keys met him walking out of court.
"I couldn't stand It." Fly said
"What's Sheriff Buster investi- with him so he could go in and "Next time I get you I'll make later. "I had to get out of there." I I didn't know a man could stand
sissippi Delta town
League; a lifetime member of the
Every day except the last two. gating for? He know what happen- put the groceries up when no one It stick, nigger," the sheriff said, Several hours later the sheriff i that much beating.' "
National Council of Negro Women;
He spent those in a Meinpais, ed."
a member of the women's board
was at home"
The next time was June 21. The telephoned Dr. D. A. McMillan: ! Daniels' wife and brother took
ETTA MOTEN
Tenn., hospital bleeding from the Sheriff Buster is a church-goBut Sheriff Buster knew that sheriff and a deputy stormed into "Come take a look at one of my' him to a white doctor in Oxford.
of the National Conference of
Ian and Jews; National As- nett, founder-director of the Asso- nose and the ears. Doctors today ing man. He said he would en- Daniels sold moonshine, from time Daniels' shark and hustled him Rigger prisoners." But he also 17 miles to the north.
llen for the Advancement of , ciated Negro Press, to West At. said they still didn't know why force the state law and dry up the to time, even if he couldn't catch into a police car.
"Better take him to Memphis."
warned Daniels:
it was from country. Other church-going men him at it.
ored People, and Alpha Kappa rica, where she learned more of he died
"I found a quart of white whiskey "Don't you say a word to Dr. the doctor said.
Alpha sorority.
Three months ago a young Ne- on your cabinet," the sheriff McMillan about how you got hurt." But not even Woodrow Wilson
the history of the Negro. It was a stroke, or from a beating he were grateful.
, while there that she made a corn- received in the Yalobusha County Some people say that's why gro walked up to Daniels' shack charged.
visrrEn AFRICA
Dr, McMillan, however, was Daniels' white friends could help
Jail.
Sheriff Buster was one of the, with a met' sack Ander his arm. "But Mr. Buster," Daniels' wife another of Daniels' white friends him this time He died in MemMiss Moten recently accompanpage
2
"All I can say is that it's being, few whites in Yalobuyna County He asked Daniels to drive him pleaded, "that is water."
ied ber husband, Claude A. Bar- ,See SINGER.
So when lie doctor came, Daniels phis.
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Memphians Among Tan Marines In Lebanon
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Heart-Tugging Story Of How Negro Died In Dixie
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(Contineed from page 1)
Harry S. Truman signed Executive
Order No. 9981 on July 28, 1948,
and the change was completed by
August 1953.
PROVEN ABILITY
In the enlarged Marine Corps
of World War II, there were approximately 20,000 Negroes who
were assigned to the organization.
They were trained at Montford
Point Camp, Camp Lejeune, N.
C., while the white marines received their basic training at Parris Island, which is- now integrated.
There were two all - Negro comsit units in the Marine Corps duras, World War
II, the 51st
snd 52nd Anti-aircraft battalions,
both of whom were used for limited service in the Pacific area.
FOUGHT AT SAIPAN
But most of the Negro Marines
were assigned to non-combat, ammunition depot units, but it was
during the bloody siege at Saipan that the tan leatherneeks had
a chance to show that they had
what it takes for the rugged front
line combat.
They not only brought the ammunition ashore, but did a brilliant job in knocking off the Japanese in the process.
During the fighting in Korea
Negro leathernecks were assigned to all types of battle duty.
FEW NEGRO OFFICERS
In the corps today there are approximately 12,000 Negroes on
duty, and they are found in all ot

form and hopes to make this a
fact if elected.
PRACTICED LAW
Educated at Georgetown university and the Catholic university of
America, the 46 year old judge
practiced law in Memphis from
1935 to 1941.
Serving an Army stint from
1941 to 1946, he rose from private
to company commander, lie saw
service in New Guinea, the Philip'
pines and Japan. While in the Arra,
he also served as staff judge advocate of the 77th Infantry, assistant army judge advocate of
the 8th Army and was a member
of Hqs Staff USAFFE.
POSTWAR RECORD
He resumed law prima* in
11114 and was associated with
Judge Sylvanus W. Polk. now
judge of'Probate Court. He was
appointed to the Sessions Court
bench in 1949 and was elected to
a full eight-year term in August
1950.
Judge Hoffmann atates: "I believe that my many years of experience as a practicing lawyer,
judge and law teacher provide
me with the necessary experience
Ch ancellor"
.
A TRIO OF WINNERS —
sity were these three who cop"When elected, .. .I promise
Among the 19 boys and girls
ped the top prizes of $50 U. S.
to administer ustice fearlessly
•
honors
for
proSavings bonds. From left, are
411
won
who
and impartially without looking to
the names of parties or ccunsel, ject in the annual meet held _ Mize Willie Mae Fields, of
recently on the campus of TenSomerville, who won the prize
but only to the cause before the
for public speaking; Miss Mary
Court for its correct decision nessee A and I State univerJUDGE ROBERT A. HOFFMAN " under the applicable rules of law
and equity."
friends and supporters, I hearby A bachelor residing at 291 Stone:
announce myself as a candidate wall, Judge Hoffman has been
oncandidates
for the office of Chancellor Part the faculty of University of Mem1 of the Chancery Court of phis Law school since 1841 and his defeat would
set back the wheels of progress in this
She,lby County."
its dean for the past five years.
Judge Hoffman is a strong be. He is a member of the Amen- state and the cause of freedom for all, a quarter of a
!lever in the view that "judges can Arbitration Association's panel century.
should be elected by the people,
He has served as EDMUND ORGILL
and be accountable only to the
Our endorsement of Mayor Orgill for governor has
umpire for many of
people." He states that this is one
industries of the Mid- come only after very careful deliberation and much soulof the principle issues in his plator
past 10 years. searching. We endorsed and supported him
for
A native Memphian and the
first independent to announce his
candidacy for judge of Part I.
Chancery Court, Judge Robert A.
Hoffmann threw his name into the
race against Chancellor Rives
Manker and Chancellor Ceylon
Frazer, of Part II, Chancery.
Judge Hoffman announced, "In
response to the request of many

A leading Memphis segregationist, Willis E. Ayres, jr., a salesman, of 220 Buena Vista pl., has
branded Senator Albert Gore an,
integrationist because he received
the endorsement of the Tri-State,
Defender in his bid for reelection
the office in which he is being
opposed by former Gov. Pren-

to

tice cooper.

5..--

to the NAACP by the threat
speakers during the meeting.
We strongly suggest that Mr.
Ayres give his "carrier pigeon"
more instructions in conveying
facts.)

ay Care
(Continued from page 1)

1
In a letter to the Memphis Press ,
Scimitar dated Thursday, July, Planning Council. She also serv17, the racist said, "No individual, ed as head of the Information Bureceives the support of the local reau of the agency. spokesman of the NAACP, a NeBefore her death last Summer,
gro newspaper published in Mem- she and other civic-minded citiphis, the Tri-State Defender, zens, including educators, advowithout first agreeing with their cated a demonstration cent er
thoughts — in full."
where nursery and kindergarten
In an effort to support his argu- teachers could come and observe
ment, Mr. Ayres quoted from the the best and latest methods in the
Tri-State Defender of June 14, care and education of pre-school
which said, ''Every informed Ne- children. This, it is believed, le
gro voter in Tennessee would in turn improve the standards
rate Senator Albert Gore space other centers and create a bethigh over former Gov. Prentice ter understanding on the part of
Cooper," and defines an "inform- the community as just what con.
ed Negro" as "an NAACP Ne- stitutes a good program and en.
gro."
vironment for the young. '
The segregationist also accused PLANNING COMMITTEE
Senator Gore and his Shelby The Pre-School Association is urCounty campaign director of hav- ging persons to make contriing met in secret with the Mem- butions, which will be tax exempt,
phis leadership of the NAACP in so that arrangements can be comthe assembly room of the Univer- pleted before this Fall.
sal Life Insurance company, and Those who have been appointed
Lee Shaw, of Ripley, who caplinked Senator Gore with the N. to the Planning Committee for Diet
tured the award for gardening;
itsus
De npitis
te the admirable record
A. A. C. P. with opening remarks Jessie Mahan Center are Mrs. W.
and Miss Lousern Greer, of
for its enlisted men, the organi- supposed to have been
made by B. Dunham, chairman; Mrs. K. G.
Stanton, who was awarded top
zation has been criticized by the Rev. S. A. Owens,
and accused Robbina, executive secretary Of
honors in the frozen foods diviNational Association for the Ad- the clergyman of having said,
"Ev-, the Pre - School Association; Miss
sion. (Clanton III Foto.)
vancement of Colored People for ery self-respecting
Negro should Laura Brasher, an attorney; Dr.
not completely eradicating its bar support the NAACP."
Clara Braavher, a physician, J.
against Negro officers. In proporAn ardent foe of the NAACP T. Chandler of Universal Life Intion to the number in the lower Mr. Ayres introduced a proposed
surance company; Miss C. M.
ranks, there are very few in the ordinance to the Memphis city
mansaer
Crenshaw,
of
commissioned category.
commissioners earlier this year
Dunham,
(Continued from page 1)
At present the highest ranking which would require organizations Homes; and Dr. W. B.
of Kennedy VA auspital.
fy for participation in the August Negro Marine is Capt. Kenneth to list their memberships with
Berthoud, a supply officer at the city officials under penalty of Also Mrs. Leoda Gammon, of the
7 primary.
Memphis Dairy Council; Miss I
So brisk was the registration on Philadelphia Marine Corps install- heavy fines. It was patterned after retta Kateo, of Family Service;
July 18, the deadline date, that ation. He served as a platoon one which was adopted in Little 14. Hayes and Son Funeral
llome;
two patrolmen were placed on duty leader in Korea.
Rock last year.
Miss Willa McWilliams, schoolat the office — one outside to di- ABSENT FROM EMBASSIES
EDITOR'S NOTE- Ordinarily teacher and civic worker; Rev.
mayor and rect those who wished to register Another area in which the or- we wouldn't dignify Mr. Ayres' J A McDaniel, executive secres'
I
have lauded and criticized his actions since he took office. around to the Washington at. side ganization has left itself open for , _statements with comment but for "
tary of the Memphis Urban Leatrue," Dr. Hill wrote, "that as a
Without doubt he has demonstrated interest in the where they could line up in the criticism is its apparent policy the fact that they are typical . gue, Mrs. R. Q. Venson, president
member of the Society of Friends
hall
where
of
not
assigning
the
leatherit
was
tan
cooler,
and anexamples of an emotion-blinded of the National Dental Auxiliary;
welfare of all the citizens of Memphis, though tangible
and as a citizen of democrary
other inside to direct citizens to necks to guard U. S. embassy segregationist's misrepresenta- Miss Grace Williams, dietician of
believe that there is that of God achievements are not what we nor he, we feel, would like. one line for change of addresses buildings, especially in Europe. '
tion of the truth.
E, H. Crump Memorial hospital;
At the outset of his current campaign he further con- and another to register.
(Continued from page 1)
in every man, and that every citiMarire Corps leaders have deItem I: That the Tri-State Mrs. Richard White, chairman of
zen should be treated with equal firmed that he is a segregationist, that he has not and A considerable number arrived nied this charge by the NAACP,
160 teachers in the city's insti- civic rights until he proves
Defender is a "NAACP type news the Memphis Better Schools Comhim- never will advocate the elimination of racial barriers.
But, with small children in tow, but it stating that assignments are made paper.' The Tri-State Defender mittee; and Robert Bartusch of
tutions of higher learning sign a self unworthy. For
this reason I meanwhile he lived
up to what was expected of him when only took a few 'minutes for them on qualifications exclusive of race, is an independent weekly. That , Radio Station WLOK.
petition asking for equal library was instrumental in circulating
facilities for all citizens, without petition signed by over 160 teach- he reflected the spirit of Christian decency and a sense of to make it through the lines and but they offer no explanation as I means it is no more hound to
Advisor for the project include
get back outside in the sweltering to why Negroes consistently fail to
regard to race. The petition was ers in the higher educational in- dedication tO law and order by pledging to "obey
I support the NAACP thaii any Mrs. Price Curd, Miss Lucille
all
courts
requirements.
heat.
measure
to
the
up
not granted by the Memphis Li- stitutions of Memphis asking for of competent jurisdiction"
one of the local dailies. It has Lewis, Day Care Consultant for
ix the desegregation problem.
One elderly gentleman who
One reason, advanced by vet- and will publish
brary board. Some 20 students equal and nondiscriminatory lithe news, good the State of Tennessee; and SamWe realize also that the pledge can easily be construed registering for the first timewas
eran Marine Corps observers, for and bad, about the organization. uel Rutherford, executive director
signed the petition.
in
brary facilities for all."
After having heard that Dr. Dr. Hill is going to the Wes- as ambiguous. Nevertheless the spirit of it conveys the his life was 63 year-old Sam May, the lack of Negro officers in the It has endorsed worthy programs of the Children's Bureau.
organization is that top Negro re- of
Smith had considered his act as leyan college with an enrollment marked difference between a leader of vision and good-will of 30 E. Utah at.
the NAACP and probably will
Who urged him to vote?
cruits have been going into the In
disloyal, Dr. Hill said that he de- of about 750 with nearly 30 years and a dangerous demagogue.
the future. It has denounced
Corps.
cided to step up his search for a of teaching experience behind him.
Mr. Orgill, it must be conceded, Is a living symbol of "I was home lying on my bed," Army and the Air
certain activities of the NAACP
Marine Corps training lasts 12 and will probably
he said, "and heard them announce
new location, and that he receiv- He completed his undergraduate political
do so in the
progress here, when viewed in the overall light of over
ed offers from a school in Ken- work at Dickinson college in PealsWD1A that it was the last weeks, and some efforts have been future.
Memphis
background.
As
abuses
a:
direct
in
eradicate
the
to
made
result
of
his
vigorous day to register, so I got up, caught
tucky at about the same time that sylvania, and received both his
Item 2: That Albert Gore "met
he got the call from the Wesleyan master's and Ph.D. degrees from campaign against the machine for the office he now holds, the bus, and came on down here tough training for which the orWASHINGTON -- (UPI) 7.- Th.
ganization became famous and re- secretly with the Memphis lead.
he has brought about a more healthy political and civic and registered."
college, where officials told him Boston university.
ershlp
of the NAACP chapter." Senate passed and sent to the
publicity.
unfavorable
ceived
that he could "write my own
Mr.
May,
who
atmosphere.
Is retired from
He taught for 10 years at MichiThat is an unmitigated false- White House Tuesday a ball:Per.
ticket."
Though we like the forthright platform of State Sen- Shannon Brothers sawmill in
gan State university, for several
hood. The meeting was open to mating defense department
Dr. Hill, in a written statement, years at the Citadel in South Caro- ator
South
Memphis,
(mid
that
he
had
Clifford Allen, the elements of proximity, knowledge no
those interested in hearing Sena- an employes to carry fireiterng
criticized universlry officials for.
idea
as
to
who
would
get
his
lina, and was at Memphis State of Mayor Argil] and his chances to win
tor Gore. The intelligent Negro when on investigative or itsCanaction which had resulted from I university
could
not
be
vote.
overfor 10 years before re- looked.
resents the implication that a forcement duties or when =Zia
placing their signature on the pe- signing.
"It will probably come to me at
public official has to hold sec- secret information.
tition. sl see nothing disloyal to,
We feel that in a larger arena, as governor of this the last minute just like I decided
ret meetings with an element of
(Continued from page 1)
Memphis State university or to
state, Mr. Orgill will strive to bring honesty and integrity to register," he said.
constituency. The NAACP
his
President Smith in this action,"
to his administration, put forth effort to provide equal op- One of the oldest persons seen to round up a gang of 13. Three chapter did not call the meeting,
be wrote, "and I am happy that
leaving the court house with were lodged in jail, and 10 were
portunities for all Tennesseans, insist on more faii play her
nor did the NAACP invite Mr.
70 of my colleagues signed the pecard in her hand held in Juvenile Court. Three girls Gore.
generally for our people, do his utmost to end the reign of was registration
tition.
Mrs. Denea Moore, 78, of 2022 who were reported to have watchItem 3: That Rev. S. A.
the state-wide political machine, and establish sound busi- Griggs st. It was not her first
'GOD IN EVERY MAN'
ed the incident were also turned Owen made the opening remarks
WACO, Texas — (UPI) s- Tiere
"I regret, however, that through. MOSCOW — (UPI) — Adlai ness standards in state government. In the latter case, he time to register, she said, be- over to juvenile authorities.
and that he said "every sell. is little swimming in the Basque
heads of departments and oth- Stevenson arrived in Alma-Ala, is well-equipped to succeed.
cause she was a registered voter
The woman, after being taken respecting Negro should sup- river theee days.
ers pressure has been brought on Kazakhstan, yesterday on his tour
We must go forward with a man who is an example of when she lived in Lauderdale to John Gaston hospital where she I port the NAACP." That's another
Albert the alligator, who escaped
some o fthe signers to sign an- of Soviet Russia, the Soviet news
County.
was treated for facial bruises and
enlightened
southern white leadership, and who has a
other tatement restating their loy- agency Tess recanted"I don't know what I am doing," abrasions to almost all of her unvarnished falsehood. Rev. Ow- from Central Texas zoo at Waco
alty to President Smith, and as- Stevenson went on a sightseeing good chance to achieve victory.
she said, "but I am going to vote body, gave police an account of ens gave the opening prayer. Sunday, still is at large despite an
, During this prayer Rev. Owen intensive search.
We solicit your support in behalf Mr. Orgill.
serting that in signing the library visit of the city of a quarter of a
because I am a citizen. Like 1 the incident.
petition that they were not affirm- million people, which lies about JUDGE ROBERT HOFFMANN
told them before when I voted, I She was walking down the I made no such remark in be'
the Heavenly Father. He
ing anything that should be con- 1,000 miles east of the Caspian
The South needs judges who will render justice im- might be voting to put us back in sidewalk when the gang jumped on seeking
made no remarks. In fact there
strued as a ctiticism of university sea .
partially. That cannot be expected fully from a jurist who slavery for all I know."
her and dragged her behind a was no direct reference made
policy."
Mrs. Susie Taylor of 1431 HighLauderdale and St.
CAMBRIDGE, Mass —(MAW
The professor added that he was Mercator, the famous map-mak- is not elected by the people. Judge Hoffmann, who is 46 land ave., came down and put her church at S.
Scientists at Massachusetts In.
taking his stand as a result of his er, was a native of Duisburg, Ger has won many friends on both sides of the arbitration name on the registration roll be- Patti ave. where she was assaulted
"10
times."
stitute
or
12
of Technology have built
19,
Kirk,
of
382
S.
Wellington
at.:
table as he served as arbitrator. That in itself is com- cause she was invited to do so DRAGGED TO PARK
religious convictions, "It is very many.
William Parker, 18, of O32 Mc- a scale model ship with fins at the
mendable testimonial.
by Gene A. Miller, of 1508 High- The boys then dragged 'her to. Kinley st.; and William J.
Webb, bow much like the wings on an
We feel that he will bring an atmosphere of whole- land ave., a block worker for the restroom of the park where of 616-B St. Paul ave.
airplane. The fills are designed to
the
Citizens
Non-Partisan
Registrasomeness to Chancery Court, Part 1, as chancellor.
the assaults continued. When po- The woman said that she was cut down on the vessel's pitching
Starts SUNDAY
tion Campaign, who is active in lice arrived the boys ran out captured by the gang shortly aft- motion — and
on seasickness
He "stands for the right of the people to elect an in- the 31st
Ward.
JULY 27, 1958
through doors and windows in all er 9 p. m. on Wednesday night, among those aboard.
dependent judge who will render justice fearlessly and
Mr. Miller said that he was directions, but they managed to and it was not until
immidnight that
3 BIG DAYS •
partially and protect their liberties and properties." He a little disappointed. He had had capture two who later implicated
POLICE WeRE CALLED.
refused to be hand-picked for the bench. In that action 10 people to promise to come down the ones Who were rounded up.
She told officers that whenever
and register, and Mrs. Taylor was The boys who were arraigned in she' attempted to
he demonstrated that he would not tolerate being
cry out one of
handicap- the only one who did not cme
City Court, and who pleaded not the boys would hit her in the
ped in administering the law.
up with a last minute excuse.
guilty to the charge, were Paul, mouth and choke her.
Judge Hoffmann is not a novice in his
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Defense Aides
To Carry Guns

Adlai Continues
Tour Of Russia

For Summer Sailing

field, having
served for 23 years as a lawyer and judge. This
10 years as an impartial industrial arbitrator. includes
When you go to the polls on August 7 show that
you
want a judge in office "who will look only to the
cause before the court for its correct decision under the
applicable
rules of law and equity." Vote for Judge
Hoffmann. By
so doing, you will be making—we feel—more
secure your
liberties and properties.
ATTY. WILBUN
The. time is past due for more democratic
representation in the Tennessee legislature. The
voters of
and Shelby county have a chance to change that Memphis
situation
on August 7 by electing Atty.
Shepperson A. Wilbun. He
is campaigning for state representative for
Shelby county
in the Democratic primary.
Young and able. Atty. Wilbun is a product of
Howard
nniversity's outstanding school of law. He
feels that
through his election our country will have a
greater opportunity to sell democracy abroad. With
that opinion we
agree, With the international scene in a
dangerous state of
ferment, good-will toward America is
vitally important.
Your support of Atty. Wilbun is
urged.
You have within your grasp the power
to help put
the right candidates in office. We
humbly suggest that
vou use that power wisely.

COMING WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY!!
John O'Hora's Hotly Discussed Best-Seller
PASSIONATELY COMES ALIVE(

GARY COOPER - SUZY PARKER in

"TEN NORTH FREDERICK'

psrative study of the music played by peoples of African descent
I Blessed with a glorious voice,
Miss Moten has been singing since
she was a child. She developed

Univerity of Kansas where she
combined singing with acting.
After school in Kansas, she ap
peered on Broadway in musical
comedies, dramatic productional
and in motion pictures. She was I
also heard over radio.
She performed as "Bess," in
George Gershivin's "Porgy a n d
Bess" on Broadway, and We'll
two year oe • Italiee-wlde tour

(An Editorial)
ing project's recreational center. We have
We have been reliably informed that been confident all along that William N
positive steps have been taken by LeMoyne bors, project manager, was taking
Gardens to rid the project of the punks and action on phases of the problem which fell
hoodlums who have been involved in dis- in his jurisdiction. We extend congratulaorderg at social functions held at the hous- tions.

JERRY

LEWIS
Three

times
funnier
because
he's got
troubles
with
TRIPLETS!

VACATION BIBLE SC11001.
for 65 boys and girls between
the ages of (he and 13 was
held at the Mississippi Blvd.,
Seventh Day Adventist church
from Ate 30 through Juls 16,

and ended with a program
Risen in the church last week.
Seated on front row are members who *elated in the school.
They are, from left, Mrs. C.
R. ;raham, Ms's. Geraldine

perintendent of the Sabbath
School which sponsored t h e
school: Miss Dorothy Rent, the
director: Miss Gloria DAVIS,
and Miss Lana Taylor. (Withers Photo)
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Churches, clubs, and organiza- elude chicken, tuna and canned
tions are pooling their Quality peaches. Every week there are
Stanips and using them to obtain special savings at Big Star.
money for various projects.
At present there is a plan In
effect whereby churches and civic
organizations can obtain brand
new pianos and excellent organs
without putting out a penny. 'fhe
down payments are made with
and the monthly installments are
made with additional books.
More details concerning t is
church and club plan can be had
by calling the Quality Stamps Re.
demotion store at 1323 Union ave.
But the hest and the most popular place to obtain Quality Stamps
for the projects is the Big Star
Food store located in your community, where Quality Stamps go
along with every purchase of quality food at the lowest and most
reasonable prices.
This week, Big Star specials in.
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HONOR CHURCH FOUNDER
During a special service on
last Sunday afternoon, members of Martin Memorial CUE
thumb honored the founder,.

A. L. Bobo, seated second
from left. Others, seated from
left. are Rev. L. A. Story,
pastor; Mrs. A. L. Bobo. and
B. W. Sims, chairman of the
program. Standing in r e a r,

same order, are members of
Mr. Robe's class. They a r e
Theodore Spearman, Roscoe
Moore. Earnest Jones, Percy
Thomas and Chester A. Hatt.

Still Paralyzed
Roy ('ampanella, Dodgers' star
catcher who was paralyzed from
the neck down as the result of an
automobile accident last January,
is confident he will walk again,
according to the first part of a
two-part article he is writing for
the Saturday Evening Post.
Confined to a wheelchair at Rusk
Institute in New York's Bellevue
hospital, Campanella dictated the
story.
Campy reports that he can now
move his arms and has feeling in
his chest and some sensation in
his legs.
"I have made progress — definite progress," he says, "MY spinal cord was not severed, and I
know I'll walk again."
Campy tells of the messages of
encouragement he has received
from prominent people and fans al
over the world. Letters from Red
Skelton, Perry Cotno, Art Linkletter, President Eisenhower a n d
Vice President Nixon. The letters
from people in baseball are numberless. Players from both leagues
and also retired players have wished him well.

Marion Motley, 240 pounds of
battering bone and muscle, became one of pro football's all.
time fullback greats in his long
GROUND • BREAKING
where the building Is ached.
career with the Cleveland Browns.
—Ground for the Gaodwill
uled to open its doors on Nov.
In eight seasons, from 1946-53,
Homes, an institution for tinI. Front left are Rev. .1 W.
the former Nevada star piled up
Golden, whose idea it was to
der • privileged Negro chil4,712 yards for the almost perenestablish the home; PIS enile
dren, was broken by these
nial pro champs.
fotw iwrsons on the site
But that was only part of the
story.
As bloeker on pass plays, he
was the key man who aided Otto
I When four spades, manned by with a widowed grandmother, who ministries in Memphis," he recall
brilliant record
Juvenile Court Judge Elizabeth I was already taking care of an in ' ed. "and then to Russell Doss, a Graham build his
McCain, Rev. J, W. Golden, John. valid daughter, consequently she real estate man: and W H. Nil as a thrower.
He and Otto also were the 12
A. Parsons, and Bert Ferguson,, had very little to spend on me." lington, who was with a branch of
punch in Cleveland's pass - trap
bit into sod in a field located; PAID OWN
one
of
the
welfare
organizations."
WAY
offense.
near the intersection of White- Rev. Golden
Mr. Millington, he said, liked
said that he bought
When rivals rushed Graham too
haven-Capleville and Horn Lake [ his first books
and
idea,
invited
a
number
the
of
pencil
slate, and
hard. the Browns gave the ball
NASHVILLE — The adoption of clsion which gave I.ittle Rock, store clerk regardless of race, colrds., last Sunday, a dream of Rev, and started to
school
S
in Columbus' persons to his office who were inGolden entered into the realm of Miss. He finished school in that terested in child welfare to listen to Motley and away he zoomed. a resolution urging President Eis- Ark., a "cooling off" eriod of 2ta or, or creed. These stickers wottld
Whatever happened to Marion enhower to call a conference for years in its integration crisis be attached to bills and returned
reality.
city, worked his way
through to the plan.
to stores with remittances.
Those on hand for the first Motley? The old pro, who opened the purpose of speeding up de- didn't disturb him at all.
The breaking of ground for the R . college, d 1studied
e,will Homes, Rev. Golden the Moody Bible institute in Chi- meeting were Miss Margaret Me- a bar tut later sold it, now works segregation climaxed action taken "Alter all." he said. "the de- 3. Institution of community surl the more than 300 persons cage and Howard university's Culloch, Benjamin Goodman, Rus- for the Post Office in Cleveland, by delegates to the 15th Annual cision is being appealed so there veys to determine the nature of
. sell Doss Miss Jessie Mahan, the town in which he won his fame. Race Relations Institute at Fisk is nothing at all conclusive about
attended the set vice, was "an- school of Religion.
employment discrimination in each
university recently.
it."
other milestone in the progress "Nobody ever paid a tuition fee Miss Betty Foley, Judge Elisabeth
delegate's localaty. This would he
Presented by Mrs. Henry Kraof interracial goodwill, and a real for me," he said, "and for this McCain and Rev. S. A, Owen werked out at other meetings, he
Marshall described the segrega- followed up by either the persuashumanitarian service for t 0 t is reason I have had an urge to helpi Others came at subsequent meet- said, and among those who were mer of St. Paul. Minn., the reso- tionists as "running scared." He ive aproach, legal or mass presings.
white and colored citizens."
strongly in favor of the idea was lution was unanimously adopted said they are using violence and sure or applications for help from
I other dependent children."
The erection of a home for on! Rev. Golden, who is now asso• CALLED AN EXPERT
Mayor Edmund Orgill, who assist• at the Institute's final session. It that can only mean that they are governmental or private sources
phans and dependent children be.! ciate secretary of the general "In a meeting on Sept. 27, ed in raising funds for the home. said in part;
"running out of legal gimmicks.
of remedy.
came a dream for him. Rev. Gold- board of evangelism for the Meth- 1954," Rev. Golden said, "I sec"It is obvious that the massive They're at the end of their rope."
More than $30.00e for the pro4. The development of a. "hosen said, because he was in the odist church, said he went to sev- ceeded in bringing Miss Lena Mar- ject was raised through the Negro -resistance which has developed RECOMMENDATIONS
same category as a youngster. eral persons and told them about tin, a child welfare consultant churches in the area, and another since the May 17, 1954, decision, Other recommendations coming pitality list" from the institute's
"I was a victim of inherited pos• the idea.
from Chicago, and during a meet- S40.000 came from Radio Station makes imperative the calling of from the institute's clinics were: registrants to provide hospitality
erty, and as such I began shining DISCUSSED PLAN
such a conference at the earliest 1. The suggestion that more in- to any delegate or his friends during in Mr. Millington a office, the WIMA.
shoes to earn my living shortly "I introduced the idea for such need for such a project was clefThe home. which is being con- date possible. There are many pa- terracial meetings be held in the ing travels throughout the nation.
after I reached the age of seven, a home to several ministers, In. ninety established."
structed by Edgar II. Davis and trioCe leaders who would be more South to discuss racial and non- This would provide, among other
'After my parents died when I eluding Drs. J. B. Peters snd W. Plans foe a charter, fund rais• Sons, a local Negro construction than happy to participate."
racial matters and wider use of things, opportunity to continue on
Was very young, I went to live C. Newman at the time of their ing, and
an informai bask discussions inmatters were firm, is scheduled to open in Noother
The action represented one of audio-visual techniques.
veml2er, and will have space for several recommendations which
2. Campaigns which would utilize itiated at the institute.
22 cfiildren.
grew out of three clinics which met stickers with a slogan indicating A TIME OF CRISIS
every afternoon during the two willingness to be served by any Dr. Herman Long, Institute
week human relations seminar
co-sponsored by the Race Relations Department of the American
Missionary Association Board of
Home Missions of the Congregational Christian churches and Fisk
university.
On the night before the Institute's last session, Atty. Thurgood Marshall, chief legal counsel
of the NAACP, highlighted the series of lectures by giving the
delegates an injection of optimism
about the status of race relations
in America.
MADE GREAT PROGRESS
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — C. "I can see absolutely nothing to
Leo Deorsey, outspoken and con. be pessimistic about," Marshall
stroversial member of the Wash- told a crowd of about 750 in the
ington Baseball club's board 41 Fisk Memorial Chapel. "In fact,
directors, has resigned with a we made a great deal of progress
parting blast at baseball official. last year."
dom.
Marshall said that the recent deClub president Calvin Griffin
Monday announced tersely, that team may control.
Deorsey resigned July 11, but the
Deorsey also has accused baseone-sentence statement gave no ball Commissioner Ford Frick of
reason for the action.
"unwarranted meddling" in the
Hu* Deorsey told UPI that his internal affairs of the Washington
action "leaves me free to criticize club. More recently he proposed
constructively the baseball situa- that the Washington club ask leation without being accused of not gue permission for a possible fugoing along with the thinking of ture transfer to Minneapolis, Dalother officials in the baseball las, Fort Worth, Houston or Mon*lice and the Negro press.
mittee on Government C o a.
A NEWSMAN'S VIEWS were
Hierarchy with whom I do disa- treal. Griffith was squelched when
Here, Mr. Prattis, second
tracts, who was also an instil.
given at the 15th Annual Race
gree
he tried to put the proposal befrom right, continues the dia•
tute speaker; Miss Anna Hold.
PRIZEWINNING ORAT0116—
' Relations Institute at Fisk
the Prince Hall Mason; of
In the past, Deorsey has charged fore a league meeting in Baltidelegates
Shown receiving congratula•
when
en, a Fisk university research
university
mission after the meet with
which Dr. Poag is the educathat baseball is being "murdered" more July 7.
Herman
heard p .L. Prattis, of the . from left, Maj. Gen. C. E.
and
Dr.
associate;
tions from Dr. T. E. Poag,
tion director of the order for
"I will not be a hypocrite," Dewhat he called 'greedy" offlby
Pittsburgh Courier, give an
deinstitute
director.
Long,'
Presidents
an
chairman
of the
COMRyan of the
at right,
the jurisdiction of Tennesdals. He has termed baseball a orsey said. "I must and will asaddress on the subject of pre(Gunter's Studio)
partment of speech and drama
see. Winners are, from left,
"big business" and advocated that sume the responsibility for my
at Tennessee A and I State
Miss Hattie Jackson, of Somit be brought under anti-trust own actions. I have no intention
university, are three top winerville, second place; Erman
laws. He specifically has called of changing anything I have alners of the oratorical contest
Porter, of Millington, first
for curb, on major league tele- ready done or said, merely for
for scholarships, sponsored hi
casts and broadcasts
in minor the sake of staying on the right
league territory; abolishing the side of any baseball official, no
farm system by limiting big lea- matter who he may be. I am ingue club holdings to their own terested in the preservation of
franahise and limiting to 40 the baseball for the players and the
number of players a big league fans, not solely for the owners.

Goodwill Home Here
Rev. Golden's Dream

Race Relations Delegates Urge
President To Speed Desegregation

I

Court Judge Elizabeth McCain.
John A. Parsons, president of
Goodwill Homes for Children,
Inc., and Bert Ferguson, manager of Radio Station WOIA. 1
(Withers Photo)
Director, summarized the institutes deliberations at the final session Friday night. Ile pointed to
central areas of tgreement which
erne:wit although no effort Wag
made to arrive at d efinite conclusions.
"We have reached In current
race relations a point of stragetie
and urgent crisis." he said
"It Is characterized by conflict,
violence and threats of violence,
hut they are not indications that
progress toward full compliance
has not been made.
'The forces of resistance are not
only determined to slow down the
process of desegregation, but they
would seem to attempt a complete
reversal of the Supreme Court'S
decision. A continuing stalemate
is an invitation to disaster and reversal."

Dr. Long said, "We seem to have
overemphasized' the importance of
prejudice itself as a qualifying
factor. It is the policy which COM•
munities. legislatures, official
hoards and public bodies adopt
which Is determinative."
The Institute, which began Is
1943, was attended by one hundred delegates from 27 states.

Deorsey Hits
Officialdom
Of the Game

place; and Miss Betty Jean
Moore, ol Nathville, who won
third place. The contest was
held during the HI Short
Course held each year at the
university. Like last year's
winners, they plan to attend
Tennessee A and I State univ•
ereity. (Clanton III Foto.)

65 Children Attend
SDKs Bible School

ON WINNING TEAM — The
, North team defeated the South
Club hy a score of 5 to 2 at
Martin Stadium last Sunday in
all-star game of players

Er

from the Negro Semi
p r0
League, Huddled here are,
trim left. Anderson Jackson,
manager; C. Thomas, center
field and Willie Thomas, pit.

cher, all of the nmenempton
Dodgers; and Clarence Daytee, second is; mian of t h e
Memlphie Hardwood Stars.
(Withers nolo)

Vacation Bible school for the
Miss. Blvd. Seventh Day Adventist church was held from June 30
through July 16, and was attended
by 65 boys and girls between the
ages of five to 13. Sponsored by
the Sabbath School, it was directed
by Miss Dorothy Kent.
The theme for this year was
"Bible Sea Adventure," and from
10 a. m. until 1 p, m. on week
days, the youngsters participated
in group singing, attended health
lectures, played games, learned
crafts, heard Bible stories, and attended Bible classes.
Miss Kent was assisted by Miss
Gloria Davis, Miss Lana Taylor,
Mrs. Theodora Boas, Sr., Mrs,
Charles Graham, and Mrs. Geraldine Taylor.

Part of the closing activities of
the Vacation Bible school, held
each Summer, included a party
for the children on Tuesday, July
15, at which refreshments were
served. Closing exercises on Wednesday evening, July 1G, centered
around the school's theme, "Bible Sea Adventure," and nearly
all of the children wore sailor's
caps for the program.
Placed on display in the church
school room were exhibits made
by the children in the craft classes.
The superintendent of the Sabbath school which sponsored the
session is Sherman Aldridge. Elder Charles Graham is pastor,
and Mrs. Geraldine Taylor, church
reporter.

FOE,
SEGREGATIONISTS'
Atty. Thurgood Marchill, of
the National Association f 0r
the Advancement of Colored
People, added an optimistic
air to the 15th Annual Race
Relations Instill , at F' i s k
university when be told the

more than 10e delegates from
341 states that ,mnch progress
was made in this country in
the field of race relations last
year. Seen here, doring miens
conference. he is seen talking
to, from left, Eld. Louis B.

Reynolds, editor of the Message magazine; Dr. Vivian
Henderson, of the Fisk nniver•
city faculty; Milner Ball. of
the Nashville Tenneetean; and
L. E. Palmer. of the Fisk
News Bureau. (Gunter's Sin410),
•
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Tribute was paid to the senior
A service horioriog the toucher
Jamilk
of the Martin Memorial CalEI meinber of the church by
church 'was held lest Sunday af- ! White, chairman of the steward'
ternoon for A. L. Bobo, of 414 Mc- board; Theodore White, mi.eident
of the Metropolitan Benefit InEwen at,
surance company; and a presentaMr. Bobo, along with eeveralf
made to Mr. Bobo by Mrs.
others, organized the church i n' tion
Valois Perry.
1911, and the congregation worScripture for the Service was
shipped and grew in an edifice on
by the pastor, Rev. L. K.
Kennedy at., until it moved to 6.51 read
chairman for the proS. Parkway, west. Its present Story. The
gram was B. W. Sims.
membership is 600.
AS a member of the church
during its 48 years of existence,'
Mr. Bobo, who is still somewhat I
active as an insurance agent, has
served in every office in the
church open to a male layman.'
Annual Men's Day will he obThe service for Mr. Bobo on Sun27. at Marday included the singing of hisl served Sunday. July
favorite hymns by the choir which; tin Memorial CME Temple. locathe helped to organise many years ed at 65 So. Parkway Wes, The
ago, They included "What A Friend men of the congregaticn will be in
We Have in Jesus.- -Sweet liour
charge of the morning and afterof Prayer;" "It Pays to Serve
Jesus;" "Softla and Tenderly,' noon services.
and several others.
Featured on the program will
A SPECIAL POEM
be an all-male chorus under talk
Solos for the program were "The
direction of Dr. W. M. Jones.
Lords Prayer," by Mrs. Ruth Davis; and "His Eye is on The Spar- outstanding speaker is scheduled
for the service also.
row," by J. C. Crawford.
The Temple is pastured by
.4 poem. written especially for
the occasion by Mrs. Geraldine Rev. L. A Story.
The public is cordially invited tts
Sims, was recited by Mrs. Enema
attend the services.
Brown.

Men Take Over
At Martin CME

1 WAVING AND SMILr4G het41. lo is a portion of the 117 fel, ows and girls, and directors,
too, who took part in the Annual Tennessee Baptist Leadership Education Congress held

at Owen college July 11-18.
Gathering together under the
Guiding han dot Rev. A. MeV:wen Williams. pastor of St.
John Baptist church and president of the Congress, the mem•

hers participated in a week of
discussion, cell groups, forums
and civic affairs. The aims of
the Congress are Fellowship,
worship, planning for 3 relia•
loos future and character

building. The ages of the par•
ticlpants usually run from the
teens up to about 24 years.
Helphing Rev. Williams this
year were Rev. W. C. Holmes,
Rev. S. II herring, Rev, B. S.

Burgs, Rev. W. I.. Varnado,
Rev. Van J. Malone, Rev.
Kelly Miller Smith, from Nashville, who is director at the
American Baptist Theological
Seminary, Rev. Fitzgerald and

Rey, Grady Donald from Slur'
ohresborough, Tenn. The Congreas has a meeting scheduled
for next week M Nashsille,
Tenn;

.4111,

president.
day. Rey, Brady Johnson of AnA Fellow-ship Tea in the after- tioch Baptist church was principal
noon will close the celebration ! speaker.
BETHLEHEM BAPTIST
Lucius Murphy was chairman.
Men's Day was observed at the
The pastor of Bethlehem BapBethlehem Baptist church, Sun- tist church is Rev. .1 It. Hibbs.
certainly perform numerous servLAKE GROVE BAPTIST
With the theme, -Progressing ices for the members. Members,
Spiritually," the Lake Grove Bap- too, are to be complimented for
tist church membership will again, their foresight in organizing a
as in previous years, pay tribute much needed course.
Mrs, Rose Shaw is the president
to its fine womanhood. Sunday at
A few days ago I saw a little seen that radiant form of thine the 'stately sanctuary, it will be Of the class. The secretary is
Mrs. Evelyn Thomas Rev, A. W
girl — her face, arms, and knees The veil of sense bangs dark be- Vionian's Day.
scars, tween Thy blessed face 3nd mine. The Rev. H. Robinson will deliver Williams is the supervisor.
with
covered
already
crawl upon one of these 1958 scoot- , I see Thee not, I hear Thee Not, an inspiring message during the PARKWAY GARDENS
ers no prevalent on our streets yet Thou art oft with me;
morning services. Providing !the PRESBYTERIAN
During the absence of the pastoday. At first the girl showed lAnd earth holds Peer so dear 'a music will be the combined choirs
tor, Rev. A E. Andrews, an able
some evidence of being rather spot as where I met Thee of the church.
afraid and having little confidence , Yet. though I have not seen, and
From the First Baptist Church list of ministers have been seIn her brother.
still must rest in Faith alone, Chelsea will come one who is well- lected to preside in his! stead at
With these scars no evident. and! I love Thee. dearest Lord, — and' known in church circles as prin- the beautiful Parkway Gardens
cipal speaker for the Day. She is Presbyterian Church of li;83 S
no doubt with the pains associated) will, unseen but not unenown.
Miss Cornelieus Sanders. Miss San- Parkway E.
— Palmer
with them there was enough to
Sunday, the Rev. R. Af. Hudmake this young lady rather skepWe Must Move. from this area ders will address the congregatical about climbing on this scoot- of believing only in those things tion at 3 p. m. Presiding as mis- son, superintendent of Home Mis.
Mrs.
ceremonies
will
he
steins
presented a most informatress
of
er again.
that we see. Faith prcsuppos
aidela known for her tive and thought-provoking adBut soon her little four•year•old Plat man moves into the densest Lillie Little
dress
brother assured her that she need darkness believing that some un- connection with the Twilight
Personable
.
Rev. Lionel A. Ar•
have no fear and soon a big smile known force or maybe some kraiwn Beauty School.
Heading astisiiies for the much- nold is being anxiously awaited
'came on her face as she left her for-,' will give hip, the psoteetion
anticipated observance are Mrs. by the members. Known for his
destiny in the hands of this little that is seeded for the ficession.
As we go through life it will be Archie Mae Pratcher and Mrs. wit and unique presentations, the
boy and crawled aboard. The last
minister will speark at the house
time I saw her she was smiling-, most unmeaningful if there is Pondexter Turnsr
Rev. Horace Robinson is the of worship, Sunday, during the
going down the side walk with, not some propelling !tree that
morning services.
her little brother pushing her. keeps us going even when the minister.
Scheduled to preside on sucAs I looked at this wonderfith strongest reaction we Faye is that RIVERSIDE BAPTIST UNION
Presenting
a
program
that
is
ceeding
one
quit
In
this
Wilk'
Sundays are Rev. I. A
to
of darkpicture of faith I was to recall
outstanding
in
every
destined
to
be
Watson,
assistant pastor of the
ness,
despair
and
the
unpredicthow much like every day life was.
this story, Many of us day after able happening we need a faith respect are the young people of the Metropolitan Baptist church and:
day are called upon to sacrifice, that will give new suiclaree to our Riverside Baptist Union Education Elder J. A. Simpson of Parkway
toil, be scarred and the like for feet, our heads, and oiolkhearts — Association. The youths have plan- Gardens church.
The Wednesday prayer fellow
the cause of the good life hut we onIy when and if this is realized ned well for this occasion which
ship meetings are presently being
always find ourselves climbing will life be worthwhile to any of will be Sunday at 3 p. m
message
Chosen to deliver the
supervised by Eld. Malcolm Weed.
back on the proverbial scooter,
is dynamic Rev. E. W. William- Mr. Weed is requesting different
By MOSS H. KENDRIX
placing our all in the hands of
Bsplist
church.
The
son
of
Olivet
members to lead these meetings.
God and believing or having faith
PART I
music will be rendered by the The Elder will he in charge of
that He will do that which is
Maybe you play golf, and mayyoung
people.
the
meetings until August 13.
best for all of us. Sometimes, like be you do not. If you do, you
Acting supervisors of the young
The church exterded thanks to
this girl, we are skeptical about know that it's one of the most
venturing into new experiences. fascinating games f our times. people are Mrs. E. J. Allison and the following for donating screens
I could stand on the sidewalk There's so much truth in the Mrs. A. H. Charles. Rev. H. H. for the sanctuary: Rev. A. E. Anand see that little four year old old saying that if it bites you, Harper will be the moderator. drews, Rev. I. A. Watson, Elder
Sherman Robinson, Elder W. H.
boy losing control of his little it's just shameful. And more and MT. VERNON BAPTIST
Graduation services for the First Young, Mr, Walter Marshal and
scooter and his sister being killed more people are taking to the links
Aid
Class
of
Mt.
Vernon
Baptist
Deacon R. B Sugarmets Thanks
by a passing car. But this was each year.
church was held this past Monday were extended also to Mrs. Grace
one of the most remote thoughts
If you don't know, the game's
at
the
house
of
reverence.
ConTardy
and Mrs Ann Nelson for
In this little girl's mind and she played with sticks, referred to as
thought only of her wonderful ride clubs, balls, little white pills about gratulations are certainly in or- equipment fOr the pastor's study,
der for a deserving group who will Mrs. Liilian Afiderson and Mrs.
and her strong little brother,
1.68 inches in diameter, designed
Sue 'sit for equipment for the Nurnonder if we do not reed a to be knocked into a hole 4.23 inchchild-like faith today. As I wonderl es in diameter, in as few hits as won 5 of the 7 lasting holes, tied sery, Mrs. Ada McNeil for life.
about this world — one thing im- possible. Then it is amazing, in-. 2. This man was a tough task- lag the nursery asphalt tiled, a'
presses me—the diesire on thepart' deed, how small the hole can get, master and beat himself down, as to the Circles for decorating t
Session Room and Pastor's Stu,
to
venture
out. especially when the opponent rills I got away.
of
people
The Parkway Gardens Pres',
Nine out of ten people you meetj in a long shot — 4 25 seems to A GENTLEMAN'S GAME
today only want to go as far as reduce itself to "nothing.
The fact is, golf is a gentle- tery welcomed into their mc's
they can see. Moving into the unKnow the game, and quickly' man's game and by far most of bership four new members Tis,
known is one of the least desirable' you know the character of the, the people engaging in the great are Ann Carolyn Burford, Maxiii•
things in most people's minds. To. player There's the guy who is games are good sports and hard LaVerne Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Seiday our world is in dire need his own rule book, making the competitors. That fighting spirit is m° W. Jones.
Members were delighted Co heari
of those pioneer minds that are. rules to suit his advantage. Then1 just a part of the game, shooting
willing to venture out. Fait is! there's the player who doesn't feel par golf or only getting under a that Mrs. Mary Hamilton has returned
home from the hospital
the pivotal point around which
that the huge tree on the edge hundred. It's a challenge, circumelse moves.
of the fairway is a part, of the stances changing from shot to and is recuperating nicely. They,
Paul says, ''Without faith it is course. So he gets mad when a ou shot, with the object on the other were glad to hear that Mrs. Helen;
Impossible to please him!" With-1 advise that he can cut down the 1 end of the club dead sure that he Batts continues to improve. Well'
out that pioneering spirit that urg- four foot diameter tree. hut can't! can do better. Or he's just blowing wishes are sent to -iim Pearson
who remains at home.
es a man to go out and venture move the I.68-inch ball. This type I his top.
into the unpopular man is not go- is not ready to he a tree surgeon. How do they play? That varies.
Bridal Tea, children's vering to be able to do very much in
I remember the time when a • 1 watched Bobby Jones in days, sion, was held at the Collins Chap
el
terms of a worthy contribution. friend of mine
CME
church Sunday, The Mrsgood guy, good gone by. he had everything, and!
Speaking of faith I am reminded friend — wanted to improve the to me he didn't seem to "kill"! aionary Society sporsoreci it. Proof a poem my pastor at home re- ball in the sand trap. Put it back. the ball. It was sweet and in thel ceeds were used for the Lane
cited one morning after his sermon. buddy. He did, but reluctantly, groove. If you look at Charlie College Endowment. Mrs. Mattie
It has always been meaningful talking about some local ground Sifford, you might wonder how he Sullies is president ef the Misto me and I would like to share rule. I had been blasting out of makes kl. He 'kills" every shot I sionary Society.
it with you.
The pastor. Rev. D. S. Ciinningsi
footprints all day and was at trial I have often suspected that he in"Jesus, these eyes have never moment 5 down and 7 to P.
f tends to drive every hole, par 3 or ha m, having just returned for the
National
NAACP Convention in
par 5. But in the Rubber City
Open he wert out and came in Cleveland, Ohio, gave stirring ad.'
dress on "Is Our Faith B i g
70, 64, 73. and 68
That 63 at the Insurance City Enough":" The message which %YRS
Open. Wethersfield. Conn., wasn't presented during the morning worat all bad for Charlie Boy, while ship hour was enthusiastically rethose above totals Akron did ceived by the congregation.
Sunday will be Christian Youth
not look like the handiwork of a
tired player. Now we'll jest have Fellowship Day. An observance
of
especial merit has been plan.
to see. Ted Rhodes hits easly.
which certainly doesn't mean that ned, Beniamin Nelson is the
- ----he'm not hitting, while Howard
t The Paige of the Links) Wheeler, cross-handed batter. bangs He
them somewhere between Char
lie and Ted. And they all place
Beautiful in any car — with new, lovely, matching color
and win.
M.\t't)Tesat
(CPI) — Justrims.
IT COSTS MONEY
tice of the Peace Paul Jones didn't
There's money to be spent in succeed on his first attempt, so he
Performance you never have known before ... Ask anyplaying golf. Depending upon one's!searched the waters of I.ake Textaste, the expenditure can be
arkana every day for a month and
body who owns one
say, liberal, or crazy. I have a
a hail.
who
changes
friend
his
clubs
as
Then treat yourself to a wonderful experience .. .
tint,
often as the able ear owner-lover' Yesterday, he proved the
changes his auto. A good ball willl honored theory that persisten,
not just air-conditioned driving . . . but AR A. aircost 51.2.5, plus tax; top equipped' pays olf by finding a wallet he /is
conditioned pleasure!
bag might push £3.50.00. Shoes, well dropped in the lake six weeks ag,
that depends, too. All in all, it's'
good for the economy and 3 health',
America
I love the game. made it an
obsession as a caddy, starling at,
age twelve. Our boys love it; Moss WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The
has three golf letters — for high Senate passed and sent on to the
school, one acquired 'hie year at White House a bill to give enlisted
college. Little Alan swings like a members of the naval reserve arid
champ and the Mrs got her clubs marine corps reserve the same r,
the other day. We have a tenni), firemen( benefits enjoyed by mem
Memphis, Tenn.
foursome,
berg of the regular navy and ma (Pan II next week.)
sines.

Got No Fish,
But Didn't Care

$-GET MONEY-$
For Your Church or Club
Your Church or club can pool their Quality Stamp books and
obtain cash monies, a brand new piano or magnificent organ

Just get every member of your organization started saving
Quality Stamps on a basis. What a wonderful way to obtain
the things you need in your church, Sunday school or meeting
place. ASK FOR DETAILS ABOUT THE CHURCH AND CLUB
PLAN AT THE QUALITY STAMP COMPANY, 1323 UNION.

Yes Madame,

Any meal will take on a with Jack Sprat enriched wheat
"special something" if it is flour
It is true a real home Is one
topped with jellied blueberry
Dissolve gelatin and sugar in•
where all members of the fampie whose crisp flaky crust is
hot water. Crush half of blueily are kept well, happy and
made with Jack Sprat enriched
berries, add to gelatin with nutalert with good food. Mother,
wheat flour for dessert.
meg and lemon juice. Chill unyours is the task of building the
til slightly thickened. Fold re•
men and women of tomorrow. I pkg. grape gelatin
maining whole berries. Pour
Teach your children the right 1.4 cup
sugar
into cooled Jack Sprat pie shell
eating and how to choose the
chill until firm. Garnish with
best in all product by using the
whipped cream and grated lembest yourself, so mother al- 14 pls. blueberries fresh
on rind. This makes a very
ways keep Jack Sprat vege- frozen
tempting and satisfying destables and ,fruits on your shelf
sert:
and Jack Sprat enriched wheat
flour and Jack Sprat
white
cream style in your carder.

A WONDROUS OCCASION RECKONS youthful talent each Saturday mornine at 1130 as the Rig Star food stores of Memphis and
the Mid-South give fellows and girls of this entire area a chance
to unveil their talents before this huge audience served hy power
ful SISOno watt WDIA radio station. If you've been holding back
on some talent cuitahle for radio enjoyment, then here is your
chance to parade that talent to the entire Mid•South area. Big Star
stores are happy to bring the Big Star Talent Show to the Mem-

phis and Mid-South audience. Far from this weekly array of talent,
who knows, but that these youthful stars may find the open road
to top places in the national entertainment field. So come on out
and audition for the Big Star Talent show held each Saturday at
11:30 p. m, at station WHIA. Taking part in the show this week
were, from left to right pictured above: Vera Edwards, Thelma
Davis, Samuel Perkins, Leneetha Collins, Juanita Cation and
standing in front Is Jimmy Edward Catron,

CASH FOOD STORES
•••,•
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THIS IS ONE of the many supersonic NIKE-AJAX Guided Missiles
of
the 45th Artillery Brigade which constantly stand guard
over the Chicago-Gary Air Defense area. This missile will be seen
in the Defender
Bud Billiken Parade August 9. U. S. Army Photos

Missile Might

MEMBERS of the famous 15th Artillery Brigade Drum and Bugle Corps
make striking picture at their headquarters in Arlington Heights, Ill.
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Suit Suits Her

•

•

;

TAKING THINGS EAST while reclining on a tree limb
in Jackson Park is Chicago's pretty Alcenia Shepherd,
who's one of the many reasons why summer is a delight-

fill time in the Windy City. Atcenia is eyeing a career
in the theatrical world. She seems well prepared for it.
too, measuring 34-2447. Defender photo

She's Branching Out

THE REASON BEING, they're both attractive. Decked
out in a black cotton playsuit is pretty Priscilla !Attie,
sophomore at A&T college, Greensboro. N. C. She's
This Air Defense unit will play and march in the annual Chicago Defen- ready for series
a
of weekend outings arranged for sumder Bud Billiken Parade Saturday, August 9.
mer school students.

45th Artillery Brigade Is Ready To March

•
•
They?! Step Out Smartly For Billikens
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AT TENNESSEE State
Ner,ity, trio plans two-day
Farm and Home Institute
August 11-12,- sponsored by
Di‘ision of Agriculture and
Horne Economies to encourage more successful agricultural and homemaking program in Tennessee. From
left: Miss Ruth McDowell,
home economics instructor
and secretary, steering committee; Dr. W. A. Flowers,
director, division of agriculture. and Dr. Mirian I.. Mc.
Teer, professor and head of
the department of home economics.

Three
Heads
Are
Better
Than
One
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of Jacksomille, Fla.. to be displayed in the Shrine Convention parade. Their keeper (left) one of the Morocco
Temple members, is at left. Defender staff photo

Gals Meet Gators
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A GROUP of Chicago youngsters peer cautiously through
barred and wired cages mounted on a truck tiailer containing several alligators — direct from
FlorAa.
The gators were brought to Chicago by Morocco
Temple

MID

1NAT fACANS 112 PRIRME TO
REDUCE SPEED...Ncrl FIND OUT
WHAT VCatit CAR WILL DO

DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am a terested and asking for help in
refined Christian man, 50 years of my search for a man. I am a Chrisage, brown complexion, 5 feet 6 tian lady. t have twin girls. I had
inches tall, weight 150 lbs., college an unsuccessful and unhappy margraduate with a B. S. degree. I riage. I want a nice husband. He
am quiet, kind disposition, do not can live any place but Buffalo,
drink. Am a finished carpenter, N. Y. Looks don't matter. He must
cabinet maker. Have nice apart- be a widower, have children, none
ment, drive an old Ford. I would over 13. Ile must not be over 38
like to meet a woman who will and must be a willing worker. I
appreciate at true,- devoted hits- am 27, 5 feet 7 inches tall, very
band. Would sirefer a woman not neat figure, light brown eyes,
over 35, weighing between 100-150, brown hair and complexion, weigh
with a high school education and 128 lbs., a high school graduate,
no small children. Please send with one year of college. Should
photo. George Bowling, 508 S. the right man live in Cleveland,
I have a job waiting there. I'll
Washington, Tuscumbia, Ala.
••
answer all interesting letters.
DEAR MMECHANTE:
lotiy
I am My sister met her husband
writing to
ou know I have through your paper in 1946. Lafound a fine husband through your Rhonda Redding, 563 Elm st., Bufcolumn. I would like you to publish falo, N. Y.
••
this in the Defender so others may
see that life can be so beautiful.
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am
He is really a fine person. I feel very lonely. My wife died a little
like I owe you something. Thanks while back and I am looking for
for everything. Geneva Clark, Gal- a young lady who is interested in
esburg, Ill.
marriage. I have been discharged
• ••
from the Army one year. I have a
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I have home and two cars. I have a good
read your column for sometime, job but am thinking about going
strictly from curiosity, but as time to Los Angeles to open a business.
has passed I find myself very in- I would like to hear from all races color doesn't matter. Would
like for her to be between the
ages of 20-40. I am 30, tan complexion, 211 lbs., 6 feet, 4 inches
tall. Please send photo. Henry C.
Christian, 1102 Harrison at., Augusta, Ga.
• ••

Ammmumnifili)tf
d1111111111

FISK RACE RELATIONS INSTITUTE

DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
an unhappy young lady who would
like to correspond with a nice man
between 35-40. I am 26, 185 lbs.,
5 feet 8 inches tall. Only those
interested in marrage need apply
NASHVILLE — The Mother who are interested in God's King'
Will answer all letters. Ruby Car- Church of African Methodism in dom and its increase."
ter, 210 S. Sheridan, Peoria, Ill. the state of Tennessee, St, John
Marching from the old to the
AME, recently celebrated another new church, as the St. John memhistory,
DEAR MME CHANTE: I would milestone in its 95-year
like to hear from a Christian when the $150,000 new church was bership did in 1880, the 350-memcongregation included one
ctlae
re,
in kind,
in formally opened and consecrated. bered
took that
moving forward," Sobel said, "the Inaodlyfuw
Designed in the new Interna- of the members who
sshyo and
ainterested
Negro is placed in the position of riage. I am 43, 5 feet 3 inches tall, tional style by the Nashville firm march 68 years ago, Mrs. Mettle B.
being economically "all dressed light complexion, a good Christian, of McKissick & McKissack, Ar- Topp. Mrs. Topp cut the traditionup with no where to go." The re- clean, steady worker and willing chitects, the new St. John church al satin ribbon as the St. John
suit. Sobel said, is that the na- to share life as it 'comes. If not is an example of utility and beau- members assembled for the first
tion is going to lose more and interested in marriage — do not ty, in that the old bricks of the service in their new building.
more productive talent which is write. David L. Hunter, P. 0. former St. John church, demolish- one day only, and leave for sit
so badly needed."
BO7C- 3112, South Station, Macon, ed in the wake of Nashville's Ca- days a purposeless building."
pitol Hill redevelopment, were util- Rev. Granberry, therefore, is InDR. JOIN BURMA
Ga.
ized in the new structure.
•••
stituting a seven-day-church proAn analysis of the problems confronting another minority group DEAR MME. CHANTE: I have The interior, brick decor is high- gram that will include recreation— the Spanish speaking Amen, been informed by some of my lighted by the prized stained-glass al activities, a free baby clinic,
old day nursery for the community,
can — was also made at Friday's friends that they have made some window, brought from the
handicrafts and creative art, and
institute sessions,
very nice friends through your church, depicting "The Good Shepposi- other activities and services deSpeaking mainly of the group In column. I too would like to try. I'd herd," which fills the coveted
signed to benefit the community
above the pulpit,
the Sout'nwcst which comes of like very much to correspond with tion
have attempted to build in and "present a Challenge to those
Spanish or Mexican 11.,i nage, Dr. someone interested in the better
John Burma, Head of the depart- things in life. Miss Anne Lewis
ment of Sociology e Grinnell col- 3963A McPherson. Apt 6, St.
lege in Iowa, said "the main edit- Louis 8, Mo,
•••
cational battla, as far as civil
been DEAR MME. CHANTE I am
rights is concerned, has
won.''
interested in hearing from a nice
He said the discrimination which Christian man. I weigh 170 lbs., 5
remains is based on custom and ft., 1 in, tall and I belong to church
w and sing in the choir. I lost my
prejudicetats
i and
and ln
tradition
tion
b tasA
left now, husband seven years ago. I am
he said, are a few mopping up very lonesome. Mrs. Z. T., 8232 S.
operations.
Eberhardt, Chicago, Ill.
• ••
Politically, he said, increasing
proportions of Spanish speaking DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
people are eligible to vote and in- a beautician, 5 feet 3 inches tall,
creasing proportions are doing so. brownskin, weigh 135 lbs. I am
But to expect any thing other than looking for a nice matured friend.
slow growth is unrealistic.
Hoping for an early reply. Joice
DR. DAN DODSON
Rochester, 3042 E. 83rd st., CleveThe race relations institute, was land, Ohio.
•••
told Monday that integrated boustog does not decrease property DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
the a man with my own business who
values, does not increase
He charged that management, crime rate nor is there any basis would like to meet a lady with a
judging by the wide spread use of for the oft-repeated warning that good level head, fair education
the race hate issue, apparently intermarriage shoots upward when and likes a nice home life. She
feels it to be quite effective and Negroes and whites live side by may have children, must not be
side.
worthy of extensive use,
lazy and be a good housekeeper.
DR. IRWIN SOBEL
These assertions came from Dr. Would like her to be between 20-29
A Washington university econo- Dan Dodson, head of the institute and ready to settle down. I am
mics professor said Friday that for Human Relations at New York 33, 185 lbs., brown skin and tail
John AME,since MO,the Rev.
A MEMBER OF THE ST.
new tensions and new patterns of University. following the showing and in good health. Do not ansJ. M. Granberry, Jr., as the
JOHN AME congregation when
aggression will develop in the field of a film, "Crisis in Levittown." wer unless serious and ready for
chairman of the building comlast site In
of race relations if racial harriers EDWARD RETLEDGE
marriage in the near future. Mr. it marched to the
mittee, Elmer Kelly, stands
in employment do not fall as fast Edward Rutledge, housing direr- James, c-o James Window Clean' 1890, Mrs. Mettle B. Topp
proudly by at the opening seras educational bars are dropped. tor of the New York State Com- era, P. O. Box 6, Brooklyn 16, (center), 68-year member of
vice of their $150,600 new
the Mother Church of African
Dr. Irwin Sobel predicted that nussion against Discrimination. N. Y.
church.
Methodism in Tennessee, talks
racial restrictions on jobs will re- listed New York. New Jersey,
• 4,•
with her 22nd pastor of St.
main long after integration ,in Massachusetts, Wash
Washington and DEAR NI ME. CHANTE: I wish
education is accomplished. 'In or on as states which ban segre- very much for you to help me.
%Ole Tennessean and I,. F. Palfact, he said, once the education gation in all government financed
mer Jr.. director of the Fisk battle is won, the employment housing and Connecticut and Ore- am 39, brown skin, 5 feet, 2 inches the light of the day in which we BISHOP HICKMAN
tall. I would very much like to
commented the pastor of Gracing the speaker's platform
News bureau. In photo D, Her- fight will begin."
gon which bar discrimination with- meet a nice man between 40 and live,"
John, the Reverend J. M. Gran- at the afternoon worship was Tenman Cheek. Milwaukee school
Describing the pattern of hiring out specifying that which is built 45. My husband passed away 6 St.
nessee State University's minister
berry, Jr.
teacher, takes the floor to ask in America, Sobel said "the Negro with FHA and VA support.
years ago. Mrs. Lillian Lilly, 8232 REV. GRANBERRY
and dean of men Dr. William J.
a question during the lively
Painting a rather gloomy pie Eberhart ave., Chicago 19, III.
das to be made of gold to be taken
In outlining the new program Simmons. Detroit's Bishop E. L.
discussion period which follow- of tin." When a breakthrough is turn for minority group members
Hickman, presiding bishop of the
ed all lectures at the institute. accomplished, the Negro hired is seeking to break housing color
for the relocated church, Rev.
A glass strand 15 times finer than Granberry stated that "as a con 13th Episcopal district was the
Ilso seen are cross-section of far more qualified than the white barriers, Rutledge said that only
much featured speaker at the evening
some of the more than 11)0 dele• applicant seeking the same job." 15-20 percent of all federal low in.. human hair may be stronger gregation, we spend too
worship
lot worship, when a capacity crowd
place
tc
for
a
money
than
steel,
lairs who attended the session,
housing
integrated.
come
is
'- With integration in education
incanted the formal conseretion
service.
'MILL... JUSI ct
Iou JUSf CIRISAED MILK04.
A full week of open-house seritouSUED...s%E PHI'ER
vices were held all during the
...kUUtt ARE 40U tel1u4'
.1*
FOOT IN 1
week, hosted by the courtesy comstct WW1( 11 UP?
t 'NOUGHT
mittee, Miss Katherine C. Browne,
chairman. Films, lectures, pageant
entitled, "Youth at the Crossroad,"
woeship services and a "singspi.
ration" were included in the activities.
General chairmen for the formal
opening and consecration were:
Thomas Buford and Elmer Kelly;
the steering committee included:
Miss Katherine C. Browne, Charles
Bryant, Mrs. Charlotte Buford,
Miss Robbie Finley, Elmer Kelly,
IIIVII
IIRVAUffillItIfJ111111131111111111111IIIKAINIUMII
Earnest Ladd, Mrs. Ethel Ladd.
.?!
Miss Christine Snipes, Mrs. Edna
Turner, W. E. Turner, Jr., and
.1. N. Williams.

Predict Bitter Struggle Ahead
In fight For Full Integration
r NASHVILLE, Tenn. — More than 100 delegates from
30 states Monday moved into the second week of the llth
Annual Race Relations Institute at Fisk University
what sobered by the first week's revelations that the
future is not at all a bright one.
' Speakers who appeared in the
first week said in so many words equal opportunity for participat.
trig in the affairs of a local union,
that a long and, perhaps, bitter he explained.
struggle lay ahead in the fight for "Also on the encouraging side,"
Integration. At least one suggested he said, "most unions in the South,
that "integration is moving back- and certainly where there are
wards in some instances."
Negro employees, are biracial in
Joseph Robison, attorney for their makeup."
the American Jewish Congress,
said he was "sounding the alarm
of doom" because "segregationists may successfully reverse" the
Supreme Court ruling outlawing
public school segregation.
Robison warned that the civil
rights movement is not effectively organized and cautioned human
relations groups not to leave the
over-all fight to the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People.
The institute is co-sponsored by
the Race Relations Department of
the American Missionary Association Board of Home Missions of
the
Congregational
Christian
Churches and Fisk University
ATTY. ROBISON
Speaking on the third day of
the Institute, Atty. Joseph Robison told more than 100 delegates
from 30 Northern and Southern
states that "we've got to cry out
just as loud as the segregationists
if we are going to win to our
Side the millions of Americans who
remain uncommitted on the desegregation issue."
Throwing much of the blame tor
resistance to Supreme Court integration mandates on President Eisenhower and his administration,
Robison charged that the national
government has a direct responsibility to see to it that orders of
the Supreme Court are carried out
"President Eisenhower has not
Yet said publicly that he believes
that the school integration edict
issued by the Supreme Court in
1954 is right" Robison declared. Mil 15TH ANNUAL RACE
"Nor has he made any statement
RELATIONS Institute at Fisk
which makes it clear that segre
university attracted some of
gation must come to an end in
the nation's outstanding leadAmerica."
ers, newspapermen and "stuBEN SEGAL
dents." Above pictures give
"Labor unions in ,he South are
camera-eye view of institute in
no longer in the forefront of the progress. In photo A, noted
struggle for equality of opportunijournalist, P. L. Prattis, of the
ty." With this observation, Labor
Pittsburgh Courier (second
Leader Ben Segal of Washington, from right) is engaged in disD. C., told the Institute Thurs- cussion with (left to right)
day that "the situation has deft
Maj. General C. E. Ryan of the
nitely deteriorated since the Su- President's Committee on Gotpreme Court's school decision."
ernment Contracts; Miss Anna
Segal is education director of Holden. a Fisk university rethe International Union of Electri- search associate, and Dr. Her.
cal, Radio and Machine Workers, man Long, institute director.
AFL-CIO, who led a discussion of In photo R. Dr. Robert Johnunions and race on the institute's son, director of research of the
fourth day of a two-week study National Conference of Chrisof "Human Relations and Moral tians and Jews, leads workshop
Challenge."
on the community as "stuSegal hastened to add that "This dents" listen attentatively.
'doesn't mean that the situation is Famed Civil Rights attorney,
entirely discouraging."
Thurgood Marshall, can he
Conventions, meetings. educa• seen in photo C talking with
newsmen. Giving him their attional programs, banquets, plc
nics and other events are frequent- tention are (left to right) Louis
ly interracial affairs in the South, B. Reynolds. editor of Meshe said. Negroes and whites have sage magazine: Dr. Vivian
equal access to machinery in the Henderson. of the Fisk faculbeal union and "something like" ty; Milner Ball, of the Nash.
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CHILDREN VERSUS DOGS
more or less hard-earned money
What :lo alemplus Negroes Pre- on the cold nose of a so-called
racing
Suincristion rates: One year, $6; in moons,.
dog. Most of them act as
fer . . chilthen or dogs" Here's
13 50. anew spools, Subscription rote, $101
if going to the dog races Is a great
why it's asked:
The Tri-State befeader Does Not Take R
social
event.
They really put on
Memphis Negroes have a glowing
sibilitr dor ionsolicnea Manuscripts or Photos.
opportunity this summer , light the "dawg" enroute to the races—
raw . to prose thet their dollars shiny cars and all. Of course the
Published !very fhunday by she Tri-State Denville, Pubinitial Co. Entered
shouting is reserved for only a
have some "senae."
as Iowa
There's Sr. old saying stout "A handful (and only a "handful.' of
Class Matter at the mansakts east Office March 20. 1552, Undo, Act ot
2,
11179
March
fool and his money being soon -winners" on the way back home.
carted." Will, now is a eced unit But it's no laughing matter when
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
establiea that the word "N• ere" one considers the situation sobershould
not be
substituted for ly.
"Fool."
It was interesting to hear a felThere are two worthwhile, need- low doing that just the other night.
ed, even urgent financial drives un- He was engaged in a conversation,
derway in Memphis which direct- with the subject being Negro atly affect the well-being and wel- tendance at the dog races. The
fare of the Negro segment of the speaker made an estimate. He said
city's population. One is the effort he estimates that around a thouto raise $5,000 to help set up a sand Memphis Negroes a night find
child care center at Dixie Homes their way across the river to the
. . as an aid to Negro working dog track, around six nights a
mothers. The other is the move to week. , .barring heavy rain storms
establish a home or refuge for the Ile guessed that every one who
care of orphanaged, homeless, and goes, spends on an average of five
—OL1Ce,
otherwise underprivileged Negro dollars (the smallest bet on a dog
g4thL111
EDITOR'S NOTE: We are reprinting Walter White, that Williams was pulling
race is two dollars.) Totaling up,
the children.
this article because we are quite certain it platform larceny, because White
he
estimated
that
local
Neither
Negroes
type
of
allowed
institution exists
Is a quite accurate study of man in the nobody
here in Memphis and the Mid- are spending something of a minito overplay him.
public's eye who needs to analyze and corSouth for Negro children. Both mum of $M,000 a week to inhale
LAST SATURDAY, this writer engaged are most urgently needed. Negro hound dust . . , money gone to the
rect his own weaknesses.
in a lengthy gabfest with Wilkins. We dis- support of one or both would go a dogs, in his final estimation.
cussed everything from what he thought of mighty long way in the direction Now, the gentleman's estimatta
my buddy, Jimmy Hicks, to what should be of proving without question may be all wet. But his implicadone to recruit more members into the NA- that the Negro is a first-class tions arc clear. That s3n,000 for
citizen. Such support would cer- one week would set up a child
I guess that you would have to rate Roy ACP movement.
tainly provide a basis for greater care center for needy Negro chilWilkins as among the ranking five Negro
And virtoaly all races are guilty
Hicks, if you aren't aware, Is a New self respect and dignity. It would dren. It would be a most substan- munity good.) At least, that's ence.
leaders in the United States today, if for York newsman who recently wrote sear- also raise other people's respect tial help for a Negro orphanage. what's said.
The $30,C00 a week «pent on the of it. But it is to be noted that in
a
Before most local Negroes were dogs, as estimated by Ole gentle- most itroances, most nations and
no other reason than that he is the admini- ing impression of Wilkins
Old and decrepit Negroes need an
that was the fin- for Negroes,
frightened away from the NAACP, man mentioned, would obviously races take Care of the recet.sities
strative leader of one of the most effectiv$,est piece of hatchet work
both campaigns are requir- adequate Old Folks Home. A place
since the man on MgAnd
not
a corporas guard could be be a welcomed lift for any of first . . . after they build orphancomparatively small amounts is needed for unwed Negro mothorganizations devoted to the cause of the the dollar bill felled a cherry tree.
found who paid memberships. The the movements mentioned.
ages, child care centers, and the
ers.
of
Negroes
doing
are
money.
What
virtually
they
require
could
Negro.
During the 90 minute discussion there be paid in with less than two nothing for the general welfare of Urban League which seeks to find
Seems like it's high time that like .. they throw 'way the teat
As for the other four, I wouldn't want wasn't a single argument.
jobs
for
couldn't
exist
Negroes
on
somebody
.
,
some
of
"our
of their money when they feel like
Wilkins is a del- weeks cost of going to the dog teen-age Negro boys. A Negro. what local Negroes pay into it.
to hazard an opinion. To do so, would be low whom you don't argue
leaders" .. would speak up and it. They seem convinced that their
supported Legal Aid Society is
races.
with.
If
you
The majority of local Negroes are urge the local gentry of colour to children are worth more titan dogs
to irritate 15,394 other persons who fancy don't agree with him
you are stupid. In Speaking of the dog reces . . much needed.
Baptists, yet Owen college here, put first thing; first.
. . . end they teach their dollars
themselves as leaders.
other words you can't confuse him with the Memphis Negroes are bordering It's generally known that most has to scuffle like the dickens to along with prostitution, Gambling,
is one of that mulch "sense." No-a, whatchuon the disraceiul in the manlier Negroes don't
I don't think that I could qualify as a facts because his mind is made
support
Comthe
escape
a
hands-to-mouth
exist- the oldest known terms of vice. bet,
up.
in which they are flocking across natality Fund
member of the Roy Wilkins Fan Club. At
willingly . . . If the
And too, I am a member of the journal- the river to the canine derby.
money weren't deducted from their
the some time, I wouldn't go next door to ism school that believes
that in an inter- School teachers, maids, cooks, pay checks, most of God's chillun
become affiliated with an Anti - Wilkins view a reporter's opinion is
not as import- truck drivers, factory workers never would see their way clear
Movement, either.
and what-have-you are mingling to make any substantial
ant as the subject of the interview.
contribuBASICALL Y, I feel that Wilkins,
WILKINS EXPRESSED intolerance at in a mad rush to place their tion to any fund for general cornwhom I have known and swapped typo- Negro press reporters who had
little know-

ala
a inprotion.
IMic,
itY,
and
deunity
those

graphic punches with for more that a de- ledge of the workings of the
NAACP.
cade, is a decent sort of guy. His peculiar"I can understand how a white reporter
ities are no more or less than any other per- can have little knowledge of the
NAACP,"
son.
says Wilkins.
He Is a man who says what he thinks
I wonder what he would say if he found
and pulls very few punches in making his
out that a long-time member of the branch
Opinions known. However, like most persons
given to snap Judgments, reconsideration board of the NAACP did not know until the
convention was held in Cleveland that Arcan cause a change of mind.
thur Spingarn was president of the NAACP.
Ordinarily, a mental reversal would not And since the avid
he noticeable, but in Wilkins' case where ficial,was ignorant NAACP worker and ofof that
You have perhaps heard the
ground was quite different from
most of his uttrances find their way into surprise upon discovery fact, imagine his story of the nature lover who that
of his dad who was born in
that Spingarn was
print, the variation of thought can be down- a white man.
saw a flower through his field
the South and educated in JIns
right embarrassing.
glasses
beautifully
blooming
Crow schools.
But, be that as it may. He, like others,
high upon a rugged, almost unContrarily, the boy had always
For instance, one week in Washington, Is not happy over
the organization's total attainable mountain.
attended
private schools where
Wilkins was quoted by a reporter as prais- membership.
was one of only a few Nehe
The flower was more beautiful
ing Rep. Adam Clayton Powell, the Harlem
HE IS AWARE of the branch problems. than any the man bad ever seen groes. lie had never encountera ol on bucking New York's Tammany He is cognizant
of the fact that in many on the vast plains where he ed any difficulties because of his
machine, as an effective civil rights crusad- branches the officials
perpetuate themselves lived. He packed his gear and race, and consequently felt no
er.-The next week, he was damning the solon. in office. "Such practices
spiritually with those
stem from the food and set out to get the Identity
fighting for the cause which
-OF COURSE. in Powell's case, there is an failure of the
membership to take an active flower.
explanation for this modification of position role in branch affairs," he
For several (lays he climbed, coneerned his father.
explains.
The father, however, was unrisks that only a man
on the part of Wilkins. As' administrative
As for being indifferent to the perse- taking
able to understand why his son
spurred by consuming desire
leader of the NAACP, Wilkins gets support cution of the members
did
not share his concern about
in Dixie, Wilkins would take.
from a variety of and somei,imes conflicting confided that the organization
the abuse of civil rights and his
has answerFinally weary, and sore b u t
sympathy for those who were
sources, which makes him a prisoner of con- ed countless queries from
Southern mem- triumphant, he reached his goal
fusion.
bers, who claim that they were victims of and stooped to smell the beau- denied them.
The old man, we believe,
Until he can find a way to talk out of reprisals at the hands of bigots
flower. Its strong, distastewould have been shocked had he
because tiful
ful odor almost nauseated ben
both sides of his mouth he will discover him- they were affiliated with the
observed an incident reported by
NAACP.
and he turned from it with reself continuously teething on his tootsies
a Defender staff member at Riv"What we have done can't be publicized," vulsion
and deep disappointment.
over controversial issues.
erview amusement park, In Chihe insists.
Last week, a doting father
Wilkins is a guy who will flip his stack
FOUR YEARS have passed since Wilk- was lamenting the lack of racial cago.
For years, Negroes vielting the
In a minute and show it. But fortunately, ins assumed the executive
consciousness
of his I5-year-old
park have objected to the "cool
he doesn't appear to be a person to nurture the NAACP. During the secretaryship of son.
four years, Wilkdodger" concession, where for a
long standing feuds.
ins, who is comparatively young, has aged
"I can't understand him," said fee, a player is given a number
For instance, during the mass meeting considerably.
/,
the father, a schoolteacher and
of balls to throw at a black face
&rat-Public Hall Sunday, he was warmer than
Although there has been some discon- an ardent worker in the field of comedian. If the player scores
civil
"He
rights.
has
no
concern
a hit, the "coon dodger" topNasser's Mid-East Crisis over the upstag- tent exrressed towards his
general demean- about the problems of the Ne- ples into the water.
ing that rabble-rousing Franklin Williams, or, I don't believe that
there is any great gro, nor about those of other
Recently a Defender staf f
the glib regional secretary from the West."Get - Wilkins" movement
minority gr(ups.
member visiting the park saw a
on.
Coast, was performing to the delight of 4,000
"He says the NAACP Is too
Negro sailor, accompanied by
Unless the tremendous pressures of the
person attending the NAACP's final session. civil rights problems caused by
two blondes, tossing balls at the
and that even I am
whites ad- chauvinistic,
too
sensitive
about
racial mat- "coon dodger" with all the enWILLIAMS GOT into the act in an un- vising him to "slow down,"
scheduled appeal for funds. Not only did he groes asking him to "step-upimpatient Ne- ters. He it completely uncon- thusiasm of a backwoods crackthe crusade" cerned about matters which as er at a lynching bee, while the
put on one of the most engaging forensic and the frustration caused
by the inertia a Negro should at least cause blondes cheered his markman.
displays since one of the national political of politicians wears his physical
ship.
being to a him some concern."
conventions was staged in the same hall. frazzle, he will be around for years
Of course, the lad's b a
Full integration?
to come.
but he evidently peeked at an advance of
However, I believe that he needs to get 11111111111111111111111111111111111ellilleill111111111111111ifilliti111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
Wilkins' wrap-up speech because he philfer- out of the ivory tower in
which he now
ed all of the punchlines.
operates. He needs to circulate among
Nevertheless, I imagine that Wilkins' in- average members as this writer and the
many
jured ego was soothed by the $4.000 that staff members did during
the recent conWilliams conned out of the assemblage. vention.
That greenstuff can be an excellent balm.
He will get some interesting observaIt is a good thing, however, that it was tions that he will never get from
the "yes
on Wilkins rather than his predecessor, men," who tell him what he
wants to hear.

Simple's United Front
"Ignited we stand, divided we and some air plane plants, and to pull a comb through my head,"
fel'" mid
some atom bomb mixers, and said Simple. "Ow! I would be
"Meaning by that, what?" I some television stations, and some forced to tell him, 'No, baby, dadasked,
banks, man, some banks! Even the dy-o, you do NOT do it that way!"
• .‘Leaning we of the colored race little colored bank keeps ita mote
"Your projection
sometimes
have got to stick together. In ey In the white bank next door. I
goes to extremes," I said, "It will
fact, I should say RACES, all want me some banks in which we
be quite a while before white barthe colored races of the world, in- keep our own money, piles and
bers take over Harlem shops, if
eluding Africa, and elect either piles of it belonging to President
ever. But surely, if you believe in
Adam Powell or Nkrumah lead- Black and Dr. Brown and Mr.
integration and democracy, y o n
er.
Tan and Mrs. Merfney and me. would not draw the color line on
"Ypur usual platform," I saki, That's what I want."
white barbers, would you?"
"pure Black Nationalism."
"In other words," I said, "you "So long as they did not draw
"Pure black," said Simple, 'and want
Negroes to control the eco- their combs through my head, no
all the shades in between—from nomic
system?"
I would not draw no color line.
dark-light to light-dark, coffee and
cream to pure coffee, milk choco- "At least, have some parts of Let them cut hair where they may,
but not MINE. I were once in a
late to caramel to chocolate- it," said Simple. "Why, ft has done
hospital and a white nurse tried
straight-from - the - bean — every- got so a colored man cannot even
to comb my head and it were
thing colored in my plan, I mean, write a few numbers — which they
worse than the operation them docfrom India through China across calls policy out West — and stay
tors give me. No, pal, please,
Bali Hai through Africa to me, out of jail. And if he do write
I
do not want no white barber
old
me! Ignited we numbers, he sends the Money
Harlem
downtown to the big white num- whilst living and no white under
stand!"
'You are ignited tonight," I ber bankers and it is them that taker when dead. I wants to be
laid to rest by my own, preached
said, "six beers and on your sev- controls.
to heaven by my own, and have
enth — but still, I reckon, speak- "Undertakers and barber shops
is about the only businesses Ne- my hair out by my own."
ing Your sober mind."
"Sober as I can be in my groes can own and control a n y "You are rather narrow mindmind," allowed Simple, "and my more. And I even hear tell they ed, I would say. Black nationalism
mind is most in generally clear. had Mr. Handy, what wrote THE or white always thinks its way is
Besides, who can
get high on ST, LOUIS BLUES laid out In a right. But in this modern world,
just a little beer? And no matter white undertaker's parlor. It is get- it in more and more difficult to
how high I get, I am still colored. ting fashionable now for rich Ne- shut any facet of life off into airand still me, and still right here groes to have white undertakers. tight racial compartments. Look at
United Nations and its aims."
in Harlem by night and working Do you reckon I will live to see the
for white folks downtown by day. the day when we have white bar- "Do you reckon Dr. Bunche gets
his hair cut in a United Nations
"Dark night, white day, but with- bers "
out the white folks — no pay. I "No telling what integration will barber shop?" asked Simple.
"I expect he does," I said.
would like to see the colored na- bring," I said.
tion have some big businesses, too, "I would hate to be in the chair "Then he has his headaches,"
and some skyscraper buildings, the first time a white barber tries said Simple.
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During the past eight months Negroes was brought to public attention only after
living in the Raleigh area, a surburban com- the attacks were intensified during recent
munity near Memphis, have been haraoed weeks.
and assaulted by white hoodlums who
We are quite positive of this: if the same
launch their cowardly attacks largely from had happened to white families more posifast-moving cars. Two homes have been tive and dramatic action would have been
fired into. one bullet narrowly missing a taken to apprehend the hoodlums. Therein
sleeping child( It is believed that the pur- ilea the viciousness of Dixie's double justice.
pose of the harassment is to frighten the
Every Negro citizen of Memphis and
Negro residents into leaving the fairly at-, Shelby county can help correct the intolertractive area. Law enforcement officials able situation by registering and VOTING
have gotten exactly nowhere in apprehend- RIGHT.
ing the hoodlums. In fact the entire matter
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The NAACP is calling on President
Eisenhower to make an unequivocal stand
on the desegregation problem in the South.
One cannot reason with the emotion blinded
any more than one can talk sense to a coiled rattlesnake. The President let his action,

than words when he ordered the tough
Army paratroopers to Little Rock to bring
order in a conflict between the federal government and the state of Arkansas. That
kind of action can be clearly understood by
the dangerous demagogues and those blind-

In his new book, "Inside Rus- Indian movie star, Raj Kipoor.
'Re sure the crowd
sia Today," John Gunther makes The Soviet equivalent of bobby
Isn't low-brow
the following observation: "The soxere, descended from the gallerNo Negroes
whole country has a fixation on ies of the Bolshoi to seek auto- Or Hindus
shoes. Moscow is the city where, graphs, almost like youngsters in Or Riffraff.
if Marilyn Monroe should walk a Broadway crowd, but more tim- Old Twister, he's touchy concerning
down the street with nothing on idly. . .
but shoes, people would stare at "It certainly is not news that Dark faces.
can't stand the sight
lie
her feet first."
the Soviet Union is courting Asia,
It is no wonder that we cannot as well as Africa and the Middle Of those colored races.'
"The Twisters arrive in Lemanunderstand the Russians.
East, but the extent and pace of
John Gunther has won high this are startling. Two things as- grad and go to their hotel:
'All of a sudden
praise in many quarters for this sist the Kremlin. First, Russians
Twisters stopped dead.
bright, breezy book on the Russi- have practically no color preju- The
They gaped and they goggled,
ans in which even the statistics dice.
help us,' they said. ..
'Lord
are made interesting and enlight- "The first Soviet picture magaAlong the hall
ening. I believe he had achieved zine I ever opened had as frontisFrom a suite near theirs
as much objectivity in his repott- piece a spectacularly effective
Came a Negro
ing as it is possible for a person colored photograph of an extra- Calmly bound for the stairs.
brought up in the American cul- ordinarily handsome (naturally) 'What's this?' roared Twister
ture.
African Negro embracing a white 'Does he live here?'
Of all the observations he Russian girl. Second, they are I'd rather live with a racketeer-.
makes, there is one which should partly Asians themselves.
Gangway' roared Twister
be of supreme interest and oon- "The Russians know full well And turned in his tracks,
cern to our national leadership. how stupid many Americans (and 'We'll find a place
British) are about colonialism and Where there ain't no blacks."'
Here is what he says:
"Not many Americans or west- the color bar. Every Russian John Gunther's book was choschild has heard about Jim
school
ern Europeans are to be seen In
en by the Book-of-the-Month Club
Moscow except perhaps in the tour- Crow and recent events in Little
and it is now established as a bestist season, but all year around Rock.
the Soviet Union swarms with As- "Samuel Marshak, a well-known seller. Perhaps some Americans
ians, particularly Chinese. Delega- Soviet poet, has invented a char- will be shocked by the above passtions come in and out incessantly acter for children known as tie- ages. Of course, all of us are fa—not only of Chinese, but of Bur ter Twister. He is an American miliar with Mr. Twister tor he
mete, Indonesians, North Vietnam- millionaire, with all the appropri- twists everything, including t he
ese, Mongolians and Indians of ate trimmings, who arranges to Constitution, the Bible, and whatevery category. ..
visit Russia with his wife and ever else suits his purpose. Now
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FRANCES WALLER who am
peered as understudy to
Edith Atwater in "Deep Are
The Roots" is shown with
Henry Scott who appeared op-

posite Edith as tar tiva got.%
OW' script just before ening
on stage. Frances ocemiied
the roe several times while
on Broa4way and on roan,

so they sa
By AL MON'ROE

HENRY SCOTT and Edith Atwater won critics' praise for
the performances as stars of
the original "Deep Are The

Roots." Here they are shown
in one of the actual scenes
of the original. Henry you will
note wears his service mil-

form which was his main "costume" in the play ba-tet! on
the furloughed serviceman
theme.

Hollywood May Screen
'Deep Are The Roots'

out alerting all players to be ready
By AL MONROE
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Sammy Davis May Get
Chick Webb Film Lead

Erroll Garner Piano,
Porgy W Bess'Tunes
Spotlight Radio Bill

RedAllen Allstars To
Open Canadian Fiesta
With Jazzy Program

•

I

Valerie Carr
'Spotlighted'
On POD Debut

I

I

I

Larry Steele's Show ••
Takes Atlantic City

'Fabulous' Is Way Guests Describe Goldsmith-Nelson Wedding

• THE RADIANT FACES OF MR. AND MRS.
HERMAN NELSON, JR. MIRROR THEIR BLISS.

• CHICAGO'S SOCIALITE SET watched
enthralled recently as petite and pretty
Marva Goldsmith and Herman Nelson, jr.,
pledged their troth in one of the most impressive and dazzling nuptials of the summer season. Their vows were said in the palatial Hyde Park mansion of the bride's
aunt, Mrs. Albert Spaulding, socially prominent wife of one of the city's leading physicians.

• A SOLEMN MOMENT. The Rev. Joseph Evans, minister of the
Church of the Good Shepherd, where principals are members, solemnized their vows - taking. The groom entered the armed services on July 25.

• THE SPAULDING HOME'S picturesque
Georgian staircase provided an enchanting
setting by which the wedding party made
its entrance to take its place in the spacious
bi-level drawing room. Making their way
down a fairy - like stair way made more
beautiful by a profusion of smilax, gradenias
and white butterfly roses are little Misses
Thelma Mayo and Alvita Spaulding Mrs.
Spaulding's younger daughter.

• THE SPATJLDING's sunken gardens and patio was an enchanting
setting for the reception which followed. Mesdames Saunders Middleton
and Claude Walker admire refreshment table.
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• POSING FOR THE family wedding portrait the
young couple chats with their happy parents. They are
(from left) the groom's father, the senior Herman Nelson. Mrs. Leonard Isaiah Goldsmith, mother of the Iniee.
and the groom's mother, Mrs. Herman Nelson. The bride

•
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Clarence
made a quick change into a breath - takingly beautiful
receptiont7orals
lfayes.
pink pure silk organza gown to carry out the all pink.
were
theme 'of the ultra fashionable reception. The mothers
(Defender
wore beige with matching accessories. Mrs. Spaulding
designed and created all of the gowns for the bridal
party; headpieces were by Mrs. Artie Wiggins.

• A STEADY STREAM of
well-wishers passed the receiving line between the
hours of 3 and 6 p.m. (photo
top right). An unidentified
guest's "best wishes and congratulations" bring radiant
smiles to the faces of the
newlyweds and the bride's
mother (extreme left).
• DEEP DIMPLES FLASH
as the new Mrs. Herman Nelson and her groom are greeted by more well wishers.
They are Mrs. Earl B. Dickerson and Mrs. Malcolm Hemp.,
hill. The groom's best man.
Edward L. Sneed, whose marriage to the former Shirley
Helen Johnson a few weeks
back was another fashionable highlight, is at left in
photo. In background (right)
is Mrs. Spaulding. resplendent in a rose and green print
om a white background. Her
hat also is an Artie Original.
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gram. In this regard Jack and Round-Up to be held Saturday
Jill members and their mothers night, July 26, beginning at 8 p.m.
have come up with interesting at the home of Mr. and Mr. Sam
plans on hoe the remaining days Burns of 277 Red Oak. Their plans
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the luncheon, were Coachie Garth,
"Next In Importance is color In es Franklin, and little Louisa Wil- be held in 11, N. Duke auditorium. program chairman; Madlen Amos,
comfortable."
SAN FRANCISO — Over the jewelry," said Mrs.
Business and workshop sea/lions
DALLAS — One Texas designer
.111111011111111111111M11111
Charlotte son. All celebreed their birthdays
are planned for the separate or- Gladys Snow de n, Jane Hall,
years movies have played an im Thompson, the institute director. the 12th.
calls the trapeze silhouette t h e
Ruby Moore, Gladys Brown, Eve
joint
par.
ganization
for
and
CHAIN
Audrey
REACTION
becomes
Long.
hair
Red
coolest and the warmest style
"Jewelry shades go right along
portant role in explaining the med
COMPLETE TREE
Cousin, Ruth S. Lewis, vice
with clothing shades. So all the Juanita Thomaston looks s000 ticipation from Wedneday morn- lyn
Women have ever worn.
BAKER, Calif. — (UPI) — An teal profession and medtical prob
president of the Exclusive Club
SURGERY
wonder
.
.
days
these
happy
Friday
noon.
to
ing
pus-plea,
The trapeze • booster is Jeanne
including amethyst and
Following the registration of of 1950; Helen Stewart,
mauve, will be good. New for Fall why. Something or someone is
Legon, who retains the chic of automobile accident one morning Isms to the public.
presi•
Jenkins,
Charles
al,
And
1
and Dangerous 1
Dead
IN
delegates, a joint meeting of the
her native France while design- near here was followed by these Now it has be,en announced tha is the bar pin, which grandma behind all this radiance . . .
• 4 •
Trees Removed
•
officers and boards of directors of
ing in Dallas.
events: A patrol sergeant, en route a feature film based on the theme wore to hold the tabs of her highFLINT MICHIGAN CHATTER the three organizations has been shop. The speakers and resource
"Quality Work —
' Miss Legon explains that the tra- to investigate, was delayed when of natural childbirth, the first ever starched collar.
panel include national and regional
Today's bar pins are longer, So sorry to hear about the illness called for 11 a. m. Wednesday.
Courteous Service"
peze design lets you wear as little his car lost the tread off a tire; released in this country, will be
(Tiggie
Maycella
to
of
her
Mrs.
leaders.
•
government
A
luncheon
for
is
all
delegates
some of them measuring three
or as much as you like beneath the driver of an ambulance speedThe Durham Convention Steering
reaching theatres this summer.
inches, and splashier, set with friends) Pate. But it's good to scheduled at 1 p. m. Wednesday
your dress, depending on the cliher
came
operaknow
through
she
ing to the scene lost control and
workshop
afternoon's
will
be devot- committee, headed by N. B. White,
Called "The Case of Doctor Lau colored stones.
mate.
his vehicle turned over; the tow rent" the film was produced in
The old-time headache band, tion OK and is now resting at ed to the "Organization and Struc- has enlisted local leaders for
"Because the trapeze Is loose
home. Hubby is well-known local ture of the National Business the afternoon workshop or imfrom the buntline," she says, car en route to the accident broke France and stars Jean Gabin and which came back last Spring, goes musician, Earl H. Pate.
▪ (Licensed and Insured) II
mediate problems.
League."
Nicole Courcel. It is described as right into Fall.
"women can do away with their down and had to be towed in.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Alexander
"Small Business Services Ad- The annual business meeting and
It's expected to be especially
a suspense drama and concerns
Ahrdles.
Phone MU 3-50151
the problems faced by a doctor popular with two major trends in are this minute getting in a lot ministered by Federal Govern, election of officers of the National
1111111"Think how wonderful it will be
of 'fishing' in the upper Michigan ment Agencies" will be the sub- Business League will conclude the•2308 HENRIETTA ROADE
who tries to introduce this obstec- hair-dos — the bouffant or fluffy
in the summertime not to have
car and headed for the Straits. ject of Thursday morning's work- convention Friday morning.
5SWIMIONWInia
trical method in a small town. cut and the empire.
to wear a girdle to look smart.
Some jewelry manufacturers They will take a look - see at that
Since the subject of natural child"Think, too. how drafty and cool
birth is currently of great inter. show small, lightweight pins in a magnific t new bridge before rethe trapeze will be because it is
est to the medical community, series of three, four or five to turning home
held out from the body by a stiff
SAN DIEGO CHATTER . .LuSchering corporation, pharmaceu- attach to the bands.
underlining."
Pins have a new place in fash- cille Watson and her sister Marie
tical firm of Bloomfield, N. J., ar' The trapeze has winter advan•
ranged for doctors and other med- ion, literally. Gone is the longtages as well, Miss Legon says,
ical eople attending the annual time placement on the left should- COED EARNS A TOAST
explaining:
ANN ARBOR, Mich. — (UPI)
"In the wintertime a woman
convention of the American Medi- er; this Fall, thi y come as globs
cal Association recently to see the of fobs to be worn smack In the Sandra Cohan, 24, a University of
$2.99 & $1.99
Michigan
Ph.D. candidate, is credit
film before it was released to the center of a neckline or bodice.
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Gilbert, Washington Tops In(MA
z!Winston-Salemn
Aces Set Pace
In Big Meets
a DEFENDER

Sot., July 26, 1958

DURHAM, N. C. — WinstonSalem's Elias Gilbert and Fran
Washington paced CIAA track
athletes in the "big three" of the
summer circuit track meets along
the California coast, during June.
The N. A. I. A., NCAA. and
the National AAU Track extravaganzas, following the select invitational meets on the coast, represent the best on t h e cinders
and highlight the close of the
outdoor season.
In the N. A. I. A. championships
at S a n Diego, Morgan State's .
Bobby Gordon, conference kingpin
in the sprints, added the meet's
100 yard dash to his diadem, winning the event in 9.5 to tie the
Balboa Stadium record.
LOSES ACE 440 MAN
Morgan's mentor, Eddie Hurt,
hit by the loss of his ace quartermiler, Bob MacMurray, defending champ in the 440 yard dash,
unveiled his soph sensation, Nick
Ellis of New Brunswick, N. J.
Ellis was caught at the tape in
a fast stepping 47.4, only to lose
a photo finish race to Jack Zet•
man of Occidental College, whose
erage for nine games. The
winning time was the same as
TRIES OUT ISTIH PIRATES
senior from Richmond, a.,
Ellis'.
— Cullen Lowe, star hurler for
had a 3-3 pitching record for
the Florida .t&M unisersity
Winston-Salem, setting precethe 1958 campaign. His paintnine, was one of the prospects
dent, became the first full team
ing won a $130 first prise
reporting to the Pittsburgh Pito represent a Negro college in a
in the Atlanta University Art
coat meet. The Rams entire 10
rates tryout camp held at
Exhibit this spring C.% & M
Florida A&M recently. Lowe
man aggregation, along with Coach
staff photo by Horace Jones,
led the Rattler swatters in batWilbur Ross journeyed to the N.
jr.)
ting with a healthy .550 avA. I. A. championships.
Led by sensational hurdlers, Elias Gilbert and Fran Washington, the Rams took runner-up honors in the N.A.I.A. event with 62
points, finishing behind Occidental
of Los Angeles, winners with 92
from left field to Lollar. Ump
ter photo, as Willie slides into
points, and ahead of third place
Willie Mays starts his slide into
Sherm Lollar after Gardner
DIDN'T MIME IT -- Rob
juggling ball as Ump Frank
at home was Tabacchi. Action
Morgan State with 18 points.
second base (top photo) as
hit double to left and Boyd
Boyd, Baltimore Orioles first
preparOr.
be
Secory seems to
occurred in second inning.
Phiflies shortstop Chico Fertried to make it home from
HE'S BIG SURPRISE
sacker, is tagged out at plate
ing to call Mays out. In bot•
isles won it 3-0. UPI telenandez (left) throws ball to
first. Al Smith made throw
Washington, a sophomore at
by Chicago White Soz catcher
Wilcalls
Secure
picture.
photo.
Ilemus.
tome
second sacker Sully
Winston•Salem, proved to be one
Heand
Fernandez
as
safe
lie
Giby
grounder
the ball, a
of the big surprises of the meet,
SEATTLE. Wash. — (UPI) — HIGH SCHOOL STAR
mos look sadly at each other.
ants Ray Jablonski in 7th
pulling down two first places and
Giants won game, 3 - 7. L. PI
Vada Pinson. Remember him?
He was a star on the McClyinning of Philadelphia-Giants
a second.
Well, Seattle Rainiers manager monds High school team in Oaktelephoto.
Lilt at San Francisco. In cenThe lad from Boston, Mass., won
Connie Rs an hopes that the Cin- land, Calif., where he was raised.
the 220 yard low hurdles in 23.2,
cinnati Redlegs base forgotten the He went into profesional baseball
ahead of his more celebrated teamboy. at least for the rest of this three years ago. joining Wausau,
mates, Gilbert, who had set the
baseball season.
Wis., in the Class "C" Northern
new world's record in this event
Pinson was the flash of the Cin- league in time to play in 75 games
a few weeks earlier; and then rethat
turned to set a new collegiate cinnati spring training camp and in 1956. He stole 16 bases
mark in the 440 yard hurdles as it looked for a while like he'd year.
become a permanent fixture with
Pinson is the spark of the Seathe won the event in 51.5.
The 20th annual Midwestern lens chopped off four strokes compete as successfully among
tie team although the fire of the
girls, In t h e quarter-mile hurdles, the Redlegs.
and 13th Walter Speedy Memor- Iron his score. Wellens will face the women as among the
squad is not exactly the bright.
In the tournament there will be still 'another Winstorn-Salem !turd MAJOR COMPETITION TOUGH
ial golf tournament sponsored by stiff competition frcm A n d y
in- ler (Joe Middleton) finished 8th.
But the competition was pretty burning variety. Seattle fans turn
the Chicago Women's Golf ciub Woodward, Detroit and Jack Sim- seven flights for the men,
watch him cavort. He is
cludiag one for seniors. There
Gilbert, top hurdler and heir. rough and Pinson. will be 20 years out to
(hicago.
' HOLLYWOOD, Fla. — FortRer,Gainesville runs in the seventh will be played over the courses mons.
batting close to .338 and up to last
young;
pretty
is
11,
August
on
the
for
flights
old
five
be
women.'
will
apparent
to
the
HalInd.,
and
132nd
collegiate crown
at Pipe O'Peace,
Mrs. Gregory, the Gary.
Indianapolis Clowns mound ace inning.
vacated by NCC's Lee Calhoun, so, down to Seattle tit the Pa- Friday had stolen 18 bases.
Franks, a former Florida A&M sled Sts , Saturday and Sunday, housewife who is now in CaliforMike Franks pitched and batted
won
the
His speed is blazing and, as
120
high
deto
time
19-20.
mound
in
hurdles,
his
back
off
be
will
July
nipping cific coast league he was sent.
nia,
the Tampa Tarpons (a Phillies righthandcr, topped
his counterpart. Washington, in
But he's here on 24-hour recall Tebbetts said last spring, "Pinfarm club) to a 3-2 victory over peformance in the seventh in- Teddy Rhodes. now living in St. fend her title. Last year she fin13.6 to tie the NAIA record net and Pinson would like nothing bet- son is the kind of a player that
, ning by driving home teammate Louis, is the defending profesH ished four strokes in front or Mrs.
the Gaines% ille G - Men.
by Calhoun in 1957.
ter than to make that event oc- can run away from his misFranks, now a member of the! Guy Shah, who tripled, with the atonal champion, while Shelley Juanita Goodman of Kalamazoo.
taken."
WINS STEEPLECHASE
cur as soon as possible.
Florida State League team. rack-1 winning tally. His season record Wellens holds the men's amateur Mich.. by touring the s;,450-yard
Winston's Godfrey Matthews won
Not that lie dislikes Seattle. He
ed up his second win of the sea- with the Phils farm club now crown and Ann Gregory is de- layout on 1703 strokes. Mrs. Good..-nan had 180. and Mattie nosey.
the 3000 meter steeplechase event. thinks it's great. But, naturally,
fender of the women's title.
son tossing a nifty five hitter. Ile stands at 2-1.
I Chicago Women's Golf club, was
Matthevvs, better known for his the Redlegs are better.
had a shutout going until a pair, In his last start. Franks hurled EXPECT TED RHODES
third with 190.
mile and two mile feats, won the
Pinson is doing his level best
of walks and a double by Loser,the Tarpons to a 4- 1 win over
the 36 hold tscaptured
Rhodes
llyers.I
Orlando
steeplechase handily, largely be- to show how good he is. He's one
assa winner of the woBabe
M
Bubba Williams brought in two the second place
-------------------I tie snd cash after a 36-hole joust men's title in the Paramount Golf
cause Occidental, which offered of two or three Seattle players
with 10 other play-forcash camthe biggest opposition, entered all hitting above .300. He is fast
Club's tourney in Gary. this past
paigners. Rhodes fired 150, and
those
among
be
will
of its distance men in the mile enough to cover the outfield like
weekend,
Booker Blair of Chicago grabbed
and two mile events.
striving to remove Mrs. Gregory
an antelope and steals bases like
second place, with Lawrence Mitchampion.
In the much faster-stepping N. a hungry highwayman.
Chicago, taking t h i r d as
chell
DEBUTS
Hector
C.
A.
mark.
A.
at
championships
BerkeROBERTSON
all-comers
UEBERSAX
!British
By PETER
HOUSTON, Tex. — The eight
BASE RUNNING
place, Indications are that I he JEAN
ley only Gilbert and Washington
' Hogan, the Australian sprinter who
When the Redlegs and Seattle Southwestern Athletic Conference
Another seeking the women's
join other professionals
CARDIFF WALES — (UPI) — shares the world 100-varel rec. three will
showed
well.
n
a
e
J
teams
will play 48 contests with
16-year-old
played an exhibition game here
crown will be
at tee time,
Islands set a British Common-I ord of 9.3 with numerou
- s others,
Gilbert took the 120 yard high last week. Pinson demonstrated all but three of the contests in
Robertson, national UGA junior
19
final
the
into
c-I
went
se
5
of
Ys'ellens
record
wealth games
, was second in Robinson's heat
9hurdles crown which h a d been his kleptomanic tendencies under the Southwestern area.
Since Miss Robertson
.
of four champion.
e
the'
ond in the opening heat of
and qualified for the quarterfinals holes with a deficit
-held by Calhoun for the last two the admiring eyes of Redleg manprotege of the CWCG, she
Texas Southern engages Flora
strokes, primarily because How- is a
men's 100-yard dash at the open- 1 with a time of 91.
years. Ile was clocked in 13.9. ager Birdie Tebbetts.
will make her debut in the tourda November 29 in Tallahassee;
ing of the 34-country meet in Car-I The games opened "unofficial, ard (Lefty) Brown of Saginaw, ney this weekend, hoping she can
ANN GREGORY
in
spot
Washington
finished
5th
in
Dewwatching
hard
so
was
he
but
I
Southern
meets Tennessee State
Mich., posted a 70 for medalist
diff Arms Park.
this event, however, the little lad ey Soriano, general manager for November 8 in Nashville and Jack' ly" with heats in the men's 100 and
Robinson's tremeodous finishingi1 440-yard runs. Qualifiers in both honors. However. Brown soared ---from Boston finished second in the Rainiers, was tempted to son travels to Frankfort, KY.
to 77 on the final day, while Welburst also enabled him to set a, events entered the quarterfinals.
the low hurdles behind Charley Tid- throw sand in the Redleg leader's November 15 for the three contests
,
well of Kansas who ran a 22.7. eyes.
outside the Southwestern area.
Pinson. a 165-pound 5-11 Negro,
In the celebrated National AAU
Grambling and Jackson college
meet run off at Bakersfield, with has spent most of his life with a were
admitted to the Southwestern
a trip to Moscow going to t h e bat in his hands.
Athletic Conference in May. 1958
first two men in each event, the
and will not be eligible for the
going was tougher, but CIAA ath- was clocked in 13.8 and Gilbert football championship until 1959.
letes really sported their wares. finished in 14.3.
However, Grambling meets four
COMES IN THIRD
Washington again proved to be Southwestern Conference eleys
Phoenix topped
of
Rhodes
Dusts
—,
(UPI)
Gilbert finished third in the the "big man" for Wilbur Ross' ens. Wiley. Prairie View, Texas
FRANCISCO —
SYRACUSE; N. Y. — (UPI) — was all a mistake, a big mis- ed the State Athletic commission SAN
batsmen in runs batted in with 120 highs behind Eastern Michi- Rams, as he copped the 220 Yard
Southern and Arkansas, while
Andre Rodgers of Phoenix, who, the
Promoter Ns'orm Rothschild sayet it ooderstanding when he annotinc- would not sanction a Tony An-I
82.
San!
gan's
Hayes Jones, a tremendous low hurdles in 23.1, to nose out Jackson meets only two Southred-hot
; Is property of the
thony-Archie McBride fight.
bit'
a
also
soph
is
Ancel
and
was
timber
Robinson,
Anceel
who
topper
clocked'
Giants,
western foes, Prairie View and
As matters stood today. the I Francisco
- I.
,
Robinson of Fresno State. Jones in 23.2.
Southern.
August 1 bout will come off as I torrid himself.
I
William
by
released
Figures
scheduled, he said.
Coast league staf
.,
Rothschild said the setto between Weiss P
showed that in games
Anthony. number one light heavy- tistician,
Sunday Rodgers was1
weight contender who polished off through last
ball at a .421 clip'
his last opponent in less than a clouting the
I
league's hitters.
minute, and McBride. a Trenton, to lead the
followed by Earl;
was
Rodgers
I
1
blessthe
had
I
N. J. heavyweight,
Averill of San Diego, who had
ing of the commission.
Av-I
mark
bat
.353
115 hits and a
Earlier, he said the fight failed erill also lead in home runs for 1
to gain commission sanction on the, players still in the loop with 22.' BALTIMORE — (UPI) — The
McBride had not; Salt Lake City's Dick Stuart had fine • line of distinction between
ground that
been active enough to take on . 3,,d
Iro_und trippers before being Mil- a "brush hack" pitch and a
Anthony of New York. He said
pitcher B ob
up to the Pittsburgh Pirates. "duster" enabled
was
nixed
he thought the bout
Shaw of the Chicago White Sox
for
frantic
a
search
started
and
to escape an automatic 8.50 fine
a replacement
for a pitch that sent Bob Boyd
of the Baltimore Orioles sprawlRothschild said this was all a
ing into the dirt.
!Matto which began when Corn.
Umpire Ed Runge went to the
missionChairman Julius llelfand'
to shaw in thel
mound to talk
criticized Rothschild for announc..
third inning of last Wednesday'
getting
first
without
bout
-ng the
night's second Chicago-Baltimore I
genie after the rookie pitcher's I
the state's approval
o - and -2 pitch sent Boyd down.'
Rothschild said he thought the: ,..
The previous batter, pitcher Jack I
ed and wears specs. Opposing
LOOKS ROSY — His glasses
criticism, which he described as
Harshman, had homered off'
batters, watching Duren Peer
men% rose•colorrd. hut Ryne
1
severe, amounted to a kayo of
plateward. grow uneasy and
)oren's baseball future seems
most
and
park
the
in
Rersorters
Shaw
teleFriday
night
the proposed
seldom dig in for a good out
cry rosy indeed. The fireball.
of the 16,565 fans thought Runge ,
at the righthander's jet•pro
ng Yankee relief pitcher.
vision bout.
CONGRATULATIONS — Chihome after blasting his 26th
Field The Bras es eked out
%clops,
i T F. s T S VOLLEY — Pete Rage- ties an automatic So0 fine under
at
shown
lie's
oelled
abuse gaine-saving heroics
cago Cubs manager Rob Scher
homer of the year in the sec
I m a cher. I he hit 1-1 s oh mpic chew had delivered an official warning
32 win to esen the series.
Ranker stadium res cons pri
save been little short of spec
fine congratulates shortstop
and inning of the Cubs-Mllwau
'
About 90 percent of all farms in i pion.
stun battles tough ZewaI that no "official warning" had
(UPI telephoto)
or to a game. CPI telephoto.
titular, makes effectise use of
tee Braves game at Wrigley
... i Ernie Banks as he streaks for
the U. S., have electric service.' Polley in(alifornia os July 25. I been issued.
the fact that he's near•sigbt-
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Pharmaciots To Meet In Pittsburgh Aug. 5
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Boys suffer about three times
as many eye injuries as girls. and
junior high school students suffer
more eye injuries than any others.

Expect Delegates
From 22States

Music and
Musicians
Ply THEODORE C. STONE

A 45-piece concert band, direct
ed by Walter Henri Dyett, and
sponsored by the Musicians LO-'
cal 208, Harry W. Gray, presi-1
dent, will em-1
bark on a se
of public programs starting,
August 3, arid
BOB ANDERSON. popular vo•
concluding Aug,
calist, has won the coteted
ust 14.
role of the Negro lieutenant in
For the past
the future production of •'No
sev era I
years
this group of
Time for Sergeants" at the
well trained muTentbouse Theatre In Highsicians has apland Park, which starts a tow
peared in conweek run on August 12. A forCapt. Dyett
certs throughout
mer recording star for both
the
community
and in coopenation
Wing and Bally records, Anwith the American Federation of
derson has been featured in
Musicians, and the Local.
mane top spots including the
Black Orchid, Club Laurel and
While the concerts are fee to the
Starlite Room.
public, the musicians are allowed
compensation from the vast fund
that has been stored up in the Recording and Transcription funds
of the Federation of Musicians.
The band will play at St. James
Parish Hall, 46th at Ellis, on Tuesday, August 5; Pilgrim Baptist
INDIANOLA
church. 3301 5. Indiana ave.,
Mrs. H. M. Foster returned Wednesday,
August 8; ('osmopoli•
home after a visit with her chil- tan
Community Church Playground
dren in Chicago and Indianapolis,
at 53rd and Wabash ave., on WedInd.
TV WORKSHOPPERS—These
first educational TV workshop
nesday. August 13 and at Stateway
versity recently. Dr. Theodore
workshop.
were the participants in the
Mrs. Georgia Pitts and baby left Park, 37th Street and S. State, on
held at Flda A and M uni•
Cooper directed the two-week
Sunday for a visit with relatives Thursday, August 14.
and friends in Chicago.
It was a grand night for singing
•••
Mrs. Mary Jane Lindsy was callWilliametta Moore revealed a down at Grant Park Saturday night
ed to Chicago to the bedside of voice of considerable appeal and when Leo Kopp, conductor, and
her son, Herbert who is ill
attractiveness when she sang at four very fine American singers,
The P. A. club met at the home at recital Sunday. July 13. at Mon- Jack Russell, Terry Saunders,
of alrs. Josie Runs, Monday night. umental Baptist church for a cor- Jean Sanders, Thomas Hayward,
Mrs. Arnette Tall is secretary.
dially dieteised audierce.
and the chorus of the Chicago Park
•••
' The recitalist was accompanied District Opera Guild gine us that
OKALOMA
by Edna Williams and she offered unforgettable Rodgers HammerOn the sick llst are Mr. Joe a program varied enough to stein night with the Symphony
allow those who like music of Orchestra.
James and Mrs L. Law,
Mrs. Cox passed away on July this type to get a full view of ner
•• •
particular gifts.
DETT'S TARE OVER
9.
There
The
are
It.
many
singers in this
Mrs. Willie Mae died while
Nathaniel Dett Music
vacationing with her mother-in- community who show promise and club w:11 give its 19th Annual
law, Mrs, Avery Hooks Slurry. musical qualities, and some of Carden Party and 11111SiCa/ SunMrs. Annie McLove has return- them are really impressive, but day, July 20, from Ito 7 p. m. at
4441 S. Drexel blvd., on the lawn
ed to her home in Detroit. She only to a point.
Miss Moore is a good singer of the CNDA Clubhouse.
visited her brother and sister-inThis is one of the events held
law, Mn. and Mrs. Joe James. with enough voice and musician•
•••
ship to make a career both attract- during the summer that minicPHILADELPHIA — The 35th Night Concert, Tuesday, August STARKVILLE
ive and rewarding, hut she does ions of the particular club and its
annual convention of the National 19; National
Junior Concert,
not get beneath the surface of the friends have made a "must" and
By FANNIE MOORE
Association of Negro Musicians, Wednesday. Aug. 20. 3- 30 p. m.:
music and hence her perform- at the same time musical people
Inc., Dr. Roscoe R. Polin, pres- National Regional Night Concert,
Mrs. Myrtle smith( of Washing' ince does not become distinguish have a chance to socialize with
ident, will be held here August 16- Wednesday, August 20, at 3;30, ton, D. C.. and Mrs. Susie Ware, ed.
each other
22.
p. m.; National Honor Nightiof St. Louis, Mo., are visiting
One as blessed with voice and
Through the years the Dett club
Under the sponsorship of the Thursday, August 21, at 8:30 p. m. their mother, Mrs. Irene Bishop. appearance as Miss Moore should under its
various
presidents.
Mn. Minnie Bell of St. Louis, not be content to sing acceptably have always made much of this
Philadelphia branches, with Mrs.
Mo., is visiting her nephew And well, but to do outstanding and event and with John Webb, the
Lessis Spurlock, general chairhis family, Mr. and Mrs, Willie distinguishing singing.
Man, plans are under way for one
newly elected president working
versity. Smiling at the +sue(r). Mr. Green le educational
C. West. Mrs. Bell is the sister-inof the most rewarding sessions in
It was in the Si mes vers avaient with his vsrious committees Sun- FAMU TV INSTRUCTORS—Director Theodore ('oopisr (r)
ress of the program with Dr.
director for Thompson Pro.
law of Mrs. Emile Davis.
the history of the music associades ailes, by Hahn, and two Schu- day's event should measure up to
checks evaluation of the first
Cooper. were Dr. F. k. White
duets, Michigan City, Indiana. '
Mrs, Hattie Price and sister, bert lieder (Death and The Maid- those parties of the past.
tion.
educational television course
Thirty in•servIce teachers cons.
(I), direttor of the audio-visMrs. Emma Sherrod attended the en and My Abode) sung in the
Arrangements have been made
Some of the past presidents of held at Florida A and St
nal aid center, University of
pleted the course.
funeral of their uncle, Mr. Jim native tongue that Miss Moore the music club who
by the chairman, Mrs. Spurlock
are still active
Wisconsin, and Robert Green
James Sunday, July 13, in Ivern- made these impressions.
and her co-chairmen, Orrin Clayin the club are Hue] B. Gwin, ()riess. Miss.
Miss Williams was an excellent te Bruce Wilson, Helen Robins
ton Suthern, W. Russell Johnson,
. Mrs. Amanda Lovely Is spend- concert giver in a professional White, Dr,
and Raymond L. Smith, to hold
Omega King, Alex- Webb, who Is serving his second ' at Lyon and Healy Concert Hall, solos by Jessie Burns, the mother
ing her vacation in New York manner.
the convention at the famed Ben- DR. POLIN
ander Parks James Walton Ben- term as president after several and a cordial audience was pre and two daughters, Bobbie and
SUTHERN
•
•
•
visiting her sister•in-law, Mrs.
sent despite the heavy rain which Joyce Burns, with guest appearjamin Franklin hotel, at 9th and
son, Walter H. Dyett, Marie Brooks 'ears vacation from the chair.
IT WAS A GRAND NIGHT
Chestnut sts., with all pro- and concluding with the Nation- Ruth Lovely,
Strange, Elmur A. Simpson, and LOYD'S PUPILS IN RECITAL came a few minutes before time ances made hy Edwardo Lango,
Little
Miss Louis Wheat a n d
On Monday evening. Thelma Loy to leave for the recite!.
tenor, and Herman Taylor, orgrams and activities being held al Artist Night Concert, Friday,
brother Junious of Chicago. Ill.,
presented her pupils in a recital The program consisted of piano ganist.
Aug. 22, 5:30 p. m.
there.
are
spending
their
summer
include
Artists
daily
vacaappearing on this year's
The schedule will
conferences, clinics and work- concert will be Eloise Owens, so- tion with their aunt, Mrs. Eris
from a trip to Kentucky •where children of Chicago, Ill., were the
hostess.
shops, and a wide variety of con prano of Philadelphia, and Ray- Lovel,
Mrs. Rosa Stewart and little
Miss Maudie Fuller died Thurs- they visited Mrs. Maggie Beau- recent house guests of their parit
Jackson, pianist of New York
tens, recitals and programs with mond
day, June 26, at her residence, regard and other relatives and ents, Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Qua?.
• granddaughter, Xavier are spendmany leading musicians and artfriends.
lea.
Jackson was the National schol- ing their vacation visiting in the JACKSON
ists participating.
singers of the local choirs Par- 133 Ir2 W. Orleans at. Mrs. Fuller
home
of
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
New Bethel
was the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. The Southside
Mrs. Mary Bell Slayden returnarship winner in the piano conPROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
By C. A. AGNEW
licipated.
Anderson
in
Church
in
Christ
of
will
God
start
Fuller
Hall.
is surMrs.
Jesse
Chicago, Ill. Mrs.
ed home after taking treatment
Special work in voice, organ, test at the 1058 convention held
Anderson is the former Drills Mr. Major Avan of South Mar- I Mrs. Edna White of 419 S. Cum- vived by her husband, Mr. Willie revival July 20 on Highway 125, at the Clarksville Memorial hosat the University of Illinois.
Stewart, daughter of Mrs. Stew- ket st., has improved greatly since berland st , of this city and who Fuller; her parents; several broth- Bolivar, Come and be with us. El- pital.
LEADERS TO ATTEND
a
prominent
he entered Kennedy Veterans' is
member of ers and sisters and other relatives der J. L. Morris, pastor.
Among the national leaders and art and mother of Xavier.
Mesdames Mabel P. Cook*,
•••
hospital, Memphis, Tenn. Friends Mother Liberty CME church, and friends.
• ••
officers scheduled to attend the
Irma Darden, Si. B. Sleigh and
and
pianist
for
the
Junior and
of
Jackson
and especially the
CLARKSVILLE
session in addition to Dr. Polin, ABERDEEN
son
George
Davis.
Louis
Mr.
Coleman, city school teacher*
pastor and members of Salem lit school this summer at Notre Dame
By EDWARD K. BROWN
Indianapolis, Ind.; are Clarence
By HENRY E. CRUMP
of Mr. Henry Davis, of 210 BeasB. church of which he is a mem- university, South Bend, Ind. Mrs.
are taking a European tour.
H. Wilson, St. Louis, Mo.; Mrs. Mrs. Virginia Thompson
Thursday,
3a,
June
church
Olive
st.,
The
Baptist,
died
Mt.
ley
left'?or ber, wish him a speedy recovery. White is presently employed as
Lillian Dunn Perry, New Orleans, a weeks vacation in
at Jackson Madison County Gen- celebrated the sixth anniversary While abroad they will visit the
Springfield,
Mrs. Stella Bowdry and her Special Reading Teacher for all
La.; Mrs. Blanche K. Thomas, Mt Ill
eral hospital. The funeral was held of their pastor, Rev. Lee A. World's Fair in Brussels, Belgium,
granddaughter, Miss Mollie Rich- the colored schools of Jackson, Sunday, June 29, from
Vernon, N. Y.; Orrin C. Suthern. Mrs. Betty L. Daniel
Ford Gragg July 9-14. A banquet was Several County teachers toured
left for a ardson both of Baldwyn, Miss., Tenn,
Lincoln university, Pa.; Leroy H. two weeks vacation
Funeral home.
held in honor of their pastor and several states including a visit
with her chil- were recent visitors here in the
The Rev. M L. Easley, riTsBoyd, New York City; Mrs. dren in Chicago and
Scout Troup No. '111, .T. F. Lane' his family Monday night, July 14, to New York City.
Michigan. homes of Mrs. Bowdryse daugh- tor of Wesley Chapel Methodist
Teresa Sanders, Indianapolis, Ind.l Mr, William Walker is
Mrs. Cattle W. White, Mrs, Ella
The funeral of Rev. W.
still on tres, Mrs. Bertha Savage and attended the Tennessse Annual Division of which Mr. Robert
and Mrs, Grazia Barnes. Rich-! the sick list. Also Mrs.
Shannon, Mrs. Rosa Mai Wal•
Sarah Mrs. E. H. Johnson of 627 Bucket Conference which was held at Bowman is Scout Master, alongl Cochran, Chattanooga, Tenn., re- Mai
mond Heights. 51o,
Morris who is in Monroe County at.
with Troop No. 106 of Coving-I tired minister and former pastor ton, and daughter. Dorothy Jean
Clark
Methodist
church,
Nashville,
Also Edna R. Lovelace, Jackson, Clinic. We pray that she
of Wesley Chapel CME church was have returned home from aVayne.
will soon
Rev. M. L. Easley, pastor Tenn., recently. Bishop M. W. ton, Tenn., Troop No. 114 of recently held at Haintett chap- Mich., where they attended the
Miss.; Mrs, Constance Berkstein-! recover.
Lane Tabernacle of this city and
of Wesley Chapel Methodist church Clair, its. presided.
Cr, New York City; Mrs. Kath-' Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
No. 139 of Paris, Tenn., el. Chattanooga, Tenn, Rev. P. funeral pf Mrs. Jennie Parrish
Johnson conducted the meditation services
Mrs. Anna Murray of 420 East- Troop
teen H. Forbes, Cleveland, Ohio; arrived home this morning
was held July
after at Lane College, Monday, June ern ave., left Friday nite for Chi- spent a week of camping at Maple Clifford Campbell, pastor of St. Wainwright which
Miss Josephine C. Inniss, Chicago, spending a few days in
Natchez, Trace out from Luke CME church, Nashville, 10.
at
Lake
Chicago. 13, 1958.
cago, Ill., to visit her daughter,
'
Miss Ruth Calimese, Cham- They were accompanied home
Recent death' Andrew J. CampTenn., delivered the eulogy.
by
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Stiffs of Mrs. Wardell Smith who resides Lexington, Tenn. The troops replain Ill.; Eugene W. Hancock, their daughter and little
Mr. and Mrs. John Quarles and bell.
ported a very nice time.
son
358
1st
st.,
received
at
a
4320
Michigan
ave.
rush call
Detroit, Mich.; Theodore Charles
Miss Armando C. Franklin reThe 5th Sunday Layman's Day
to Chicago, Ill., Monday, June 23,
Mrs. Jaunita Bell of Burket
Stone, Chicago, 111.; Kenneth Bil- turned to her home in
activities were observed Sunday,
Florida to be with
and
their
street
son,
visited
.1.
W.
relatives
friends
'ups, St. Louis, Mo.; Dr. J. Roy, after spending a months
vaca• Stitts who became seriously ill and in Memphis, Tenn., last week. Mrs. June 29. The Lay Day speaker
Terry, St. Louis, Mo.; I). Booker lion with her mother,
MRS. SPURLOCK
was Mrs. Georgia Kelly who is
Mrs. Cre- was rushed to a local hospital. B. II reported a pleasant trip.
Bridges, Brooklyn, N. Y.; and aia R. Franklin,
District President of the Mis-'
Mrs, Eldridge Forts of 301 MoThe funeral of Mr. Calvin Jones the
choral, opera and church music Chauncey Northern, New York
Mrs. Marian Harrill Ward and
bile ave., went to Chicago, Ill., who died Wednesday, June 25, ats sionary Society of the Jackson- ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS Derby, held near the state Cap&
will be done and outstanding lead- City.
daughter of Jackson, Miss., are
last week to meet her daugh- his resident, 302 Tanyard at., was Oakland District. Mrs. Kelly's
ers have -been engaged to conOthers who have official duties spending a few weeks with
tal last week. lie was sponsored
By BETH WHITE
her ter in-law, Mrs. H. D. Forte and held from Greater Bethel AME address was very timely and was
duct the courses, offering certifi- with the organization are Mrs. mother, Mrs. L, M.
by the 7-Up Bottling co., which
Crump and her children of Detroit, Mich., who at which he was a member. with enjoyed by all who attended the
retired
Johnson,
Evans
Joseph
cates for completion of such cours- Sadie Gardiman, Indianapolis; W. family.
was well pleased with his "chug."
services.
will
spend
several
days
Rev.
here
F.
estate
D.
with
Coleman,
pastor,
ofreal
and
man
railroad
es.
W. Russell Johnson, local mu•• •
Little Jimmie Evans celebrated their
relatives. Mn, H. D. Forte ficiating. The funeral service was
Highlights of the convention in- sician, and Carl R. piton, New his eighth birthday,
broker was found dead on the kit-Saturday,
BOLIVAR
clude the opening mass meeting, York City, who is a past presi- July 12, with a party. Delicious will join his family here in July. with Ford Funeral Home in charge.
BOULDIN
floor by his pastor, Dr.
chen
ELBERT
By
Sunday. August 17, at 3 p. m, and dent of the association and is refreshments were served. Jim -1 Mrs. Nina Mae Ozier Bailey and Mr. Jones is survived by his wife,
GlovMrs. Mattie Bell Woods and Mr. Jesse L. Glover and Mrs.
at 8 p. ni. the National soice and presently serving as the director mule received many gifts and husband have returned to their Mrs, Cora " Jones; one sister,
29. Fuhome in Chicago, 111., after hav- Mrs. Blanche Chambers of Un- Marvin Marshall were married er, Sunday afternoon, June
piano contest. Host Branch Night, of public relations for the mu- money.
-*me
St. DAWSON
at
neral services were held
ing spent a very extensive va- ion City; two brothers, Mrs Ovell June 30.
Monday, August 18: National Youth sical organization.
Cleophus Vaughn arrived home cation
church. Burial
here with her father and Jones of Kalamazoo. Mich., and
Mr. Lemon Beasley of Akron James' AME
from Chicago to spend a few days
Ile
By BEATRICE FAIR
relatives. Mrs. Bailey is the daugh- Mr. Thomas Jones of Danville, is visiting his mother, Mrs. Ann was in Oakland Cemetery.
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. ter
leaves two nieces. Mrs. Julia
of Mr. T. C. Ozier.
and a host of relatives and Beasley.
Baptist Is running a
Hopewell
Cleophus Vaughn, sr.
Brown of Chicago and Mrs. Louise
Miss Eugenia Mae Curry and friends.
Sgt, 1-C George, Mrs. Polk and
fellowship revival which began
Angeles.
Los
Herndon
of
Mr. and Mrs. Elvin Gaines of
On Friday nite, June 10, 1958, children are visiting Mrs. Clara
slate attended.
Mr. Theodore Allen, insurance Tuesday night. Rev, C. C. Royals
Jackson and Covington, Tenn., be- Mrs. M. A. Jennings, Mrs. Geor- Brody,
has been elected to the of Dallas and Rev. Smith of Lou
Rev. I. L. Rucker delivered a gan motoring to New York gia Kelly, Miss Wilma Jean
broker,
and
baby
Day
and
Betty
Mrs
I U. S. Marines,
powerful sermon Sunday.
City Saturday to visit in the home Welch, Mrs. Mae Cheairs and son, Sirs. Cora L. Day from St. board of directors of the St. Paul Angeles both delivered touching
PERU
Rev. W. C. Armstrong deliver- of their sister and aunt, Mrs. Ross Bruce Chcairs; motored Louis are visiting their mother, Life Underwriters Association.
! Read the Chicago Defender —
By M. L. CROSSLAND
sermons. On Wednesday night
ed the message at Asbury Sun- Lillian Hocker. They will also visit to Decaturville. Tenn., to attend Mrs. Kearave.
Sunday was rally day at Way-; only 20 cents.
Michael Hogan, son of Ms. and
Timothy Ingram, pastor
•
•
•
day night.
their uncle and brother, Mr. Demp- a surprise party given in honor
NUR. Callie B. Young and chll- Mrs. Ermon J. Hogan, was shown Rev.
more Chapel AME church. Rev.)
church, Irene.
Rev. A. Montgomery filled sv Hayes who also lives in N. Y. of Mrs. Novella Tole in apprecia- dren pen the 4th of July
Henderson Davis, pastor of Way- HOLLY SPRINGS
in the daily papers eating ice of Mt. Rose Baptist
snore eon of Kokomo was guest Sunday was children's day at. the pulpit at Anderson 'Chapel City. We hope for them a pleas- tion of her musical service. Cake his mother and father, Mr. and cream, as he enjoyed "Under The Tex., WAS in charge. On Friday
Hopewell MB church. Rev. Blu- Sunday morning
ant trip.
speaker.
Big Top Wild Animal Circus," night, Rev. Nelson and his choir
and punch was served. Many out- Mrs. Dossie Serahorn,
The Marshall County colored
The National Baptist Song Writ- of-town friends were present from
Mrs. Hattie Perry of Aberdeen Sunday p. m., at the Midway were in charge.
Mr. Thomas Allen is at Clifton itt, pastor.
The Leadership Training school schools opened Monday, July 14. ers Convention was held at Mace- Chicago, Memphis, Jackson and spent ihe week end with Jam:titer, circus grounds. This treat was
Forbes. Va., for a medical checkMiss Beatrice Matthews and lit.
which convened at M. I. College They will he open two months.
donia M. B. church last week. Parson, Tenn. Mrs. Tole received Mrs. Gertrude Harris.
given for hospitalized children
up.
Jackie and Connie
Mrs. Gillis P.rown, Mrs. Gracie by a Twin City children's organiza- tle Misses
Miss Joan Crawford spent the last week was well attended. Ono , Mrs. Minnie Boga is on the sick The Rev. Cleavant Derrick was many useful gifts, Mrs. Tole
Matthews of Los Angeles are
of the largest enrollments in the list.
host pastor. Singers were here quite an active worker in the Fainter, Misses Esther B. and Ma- tion.
week end In Peru,
Mr Leon Person rendered a from parts of the United States. faculty of Crowder High school. rie Harris motored to Chicago.
Louis Latson, 12.year-old son of visiting their parents and grandGeorge and Eugene Jackson, school's history was recorded. MisMr. and Mrs. jini Beauregard Mrs. Edna Latson, made an ex- parents Mr, and Mrs. Dave MatSons of Rev. end Mrs. R. W. Jack- , sionary, laymen, ministers, boys musical program at Anderson The convention wan thoroughly Mrs. Edna G. Craig WaS hostess
enjoyed by all who attended. Many and Mrs. Mildred Kindle, co- and daughter have just returned cellent showing in the Soar; Box thews.
Soo ars home on leave from the and girls from all sections of theI Chapel Sunday evening.
PITTSBURGH — The National a prominent surgeon in PittsPharmaceutical Association will burgh.
holdits 12th annual convention in
The Women's Auxiliary will held
meetings during the same perPittsburgh, Pa., Aug. 5-7 at the its
.
iod
at the Penn • Sheraton hotel.
Penn-Sheraton hotel.
The President of the National
Delebates will attend from 22
Pharmaceutical Association is a
states.
woman, Mrs. Beulah L. Stith, a
This year's program will consist
graduate of Howard university and
at both scientific and business pa- a practicing
pharmacist in Detroit,
pers. The list of speakers includes
Mich. Mrs. Stith is the mother of
persons from the fields of educathree children and an ardent
tion, business and government.
worker in the Detroit PharmaIncluded in this hat are the fol- cists guild.
lowing persons:
The Recording Secretary of this
Dr. John G. Adams, dean, Du- Association is a
woman, Mrs. Joan
quesne university, School of Phan K. Strong, also
from Detroit.
macy; Dr. Arnold C. Neva, pro- The social program
will include
fessor of Pharmacognosy; Dr, a boat ride: a party and
the anJohn S. Ruggiero, professor of nual banquet.
Goodsell F. Waters,
Pharmacy, and Dr. Kenneth J. president - elect from Jersey
City,
Liska, professor of Pharmaceuti- N. J., will assume the
presidency
cal Chemistry, all from Duques- of the organization
at the conclune university.
sion of the convention. Other offi' From the University of Pitts- cers are:
burgh, School of Pharmacy t b e
Lloyd H. Williams, first vice
participants will be Dean Joseph president, Tulsa. Okla.;
E. if.
A. Banculli, Dr. John W. Boenigk, Smith, second vice
president, Hatprofessor of Pharmacy; Dr. Jo- tiesburgh, Miss.: William
S. Woodseph P. Buckley, professor of ard, treasurer,
Newport News, Va.
Pharmacology, and Dr. Joseph D. Joan K. Strong, recording
secrelifcEvilla, professor of Pharmacy tary, Detroit, Mich.;
Chauncey' I.
Administration.
Cooper,
executive
secretary,
! Matthew T. Waters, acting dean Washington, D. C., and Emile La
Of the Florida A&M university. Branche, historian, New Orleans,
School of Pharmacy will also par- La.
ticipate in the program.
Executive Committee — memOn Thursday morning, Aug. 7, bers at large are:
Fernand A. Thomassy and staff
Henry R. Peters, Washington,
from the Pittsburgh office of the D. C.; Cyrus M. Jollivette.
Small Business Administration
Fla.. and Spurting Clark, Inwill discuss loans, management dianapolis, Ind.
and other problems confronting the
Zone Directors are:
small business man along with the
Charles C. Smith, sr.. Newport
services available through t h e News, Va.; A. L. Fielder, MeriSmall Business Administration. dian, Miss.: S. Edward Gilbert,
The speaker for the banquet St.Louis , Mo., and Horace C.
Aug. 7, will be Dr. Earl D. Smith, Bynum, New Orleans, La.
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17 TOMMY PARKER
Allen Williams, 77, well-known
West Memphian, a retired carpenter, died recently at his daughter's home at 300 N. 14th st, after
a long illness.
Mr. Williams was born in St. Joe,
La., later taking up residence
in West Memphis.
He is survived by two daughters,
Mrs. Marie Higgins of West Memphis and Mrs. Alva Campbell,
of Jamaica, N. Y.; three grandchildren, Miss Maxine Campbell, of
Cleveland, Ohio: Pvt. John T. Higgins, of Ft. Riley, Kan.; and Mrs.
Dewy Lee Watkins, of Jersey City,
N. J.
The West Memphis Funeral
Home is handling the body.
•••

The official staff members were
Worley Frazier, vice president; S.
E. Holbrook, dean; L. H. Hood, director general; G. C. Brown, associate director; Mrs. A. L. Chappie, secretary; Mrs. Dorothy
Beard, assistant secretary; Mrs.
Ida Jones, treasurer; Willie Cage,
pianist; Jeffery Morris, chairman
of executive board and Rev. W.
E. Battle, moderator.
Mrs. Ruth Gilliam had as house
guest her sister, Mrs. Sallie Hart
.
of Chicago, Ill.
• •
Mrs. Mattie Daniel of Flint,
Mich., was a guest of Mrs. Mary
Mich,. was a guest of Mrs. Mary
Parker of 2,08 N. 14th at,, Monday

Doro
Mr. an
ing an
Mo.
Mr.
ton au:i
were
City ta
' Sgt.
Of Mr

Born at John Gaston Hospital and Mrs. James It. Oler of 1537 Mr. and Mrs. Cleophas
E. Davis
July 12, 1958
Brookins.
of 01368 S. Orleans.
A
daughter,
lie a,
Shirlan
Lucinda, to
' A daughter, Mary Jane, to Mr.
A son, Terry Bee, to Mr. and
North
and Mrs. Charles E. Jennings of Mr. and Mrs. Freddrick D. Mar- Mrs. Curtis Richmond of 18f7
low of 519 Hampton.
1573 Patton.
The
annual
A daughter, Alice Marie, to Mr. July 14, 1958
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Wilson,
A
Dennis
ho:
the
Jr.,
to
Mr.
Mrs,
William
and
and
H. Bailey, of
liams of 3103 Mt. Olive.
Mrs. Dennis Deshay of 257 Joubert. July 16, 1958
son, an
1684 Hollywood.
A daughter, Robin, to Mr. and
her
A daughter, Ruby Ann, to Mr.
A daughter, Joyce Annette, to
Pink
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer W. Lewis of Mrs, Jackson May of 626 E. Geor- and Mrs. Eddie Moore of 704 G.
gia.
rner fl
Park st.
629 Alabama.
and di
A son, Ernest George, to Mr. A daughter, Carolyn Vanae, to
A daughter, Merland Dianne, to
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Mr. and Mrs. Nelse Nelson of and Mrs. Jackson May of 626 E. Mr. and Mrs. James Beyland of
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Roberta of 303 N.
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2317 Eldridge.
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CHOICE — Miss Virginia Ann
ganization. Here she is seen
Dendy, co-founder of t h e
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sig., is spending her vacation
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A daughter, Loretta, to Mr. and
A daughter, Sheerie Owedia, to
Williams, a recent graduate of
being congratulated by Col W.
group;
and
Harry
L.
Strong,
Of the
in West Point, Miss., visiting her
A daughter, Annie Ruth, to Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Ransom Wirt qf Mrs. Clarence Maclin of 3 11 San- Booker T. Washington High
T. Kemp, commander of the
director.
the
KlissWillism
s
40
gue
Griffin.
and Mrs. Charlie Jordan of 1290 2397 Cable.
mother, Mrs. Callie
ders.
school, was crowned "Miss MalMallory Depot. Looking on,
The Twentieth Annual Session of
is the secretary of the Mallory
the esGrand.
Mr. and Mrs. B. T. Harris and
A daughter, Artie, to Mr. and M
lory Knights" at the sixth ale
A son, Arzell, to Mr. and Mrs.
the
East Ark. District S. S. and
Knights.
children were recent guests of Mrs.
, A daughter, Yvonne Denise, to Obery Webster of 1573 Hanauer. Lester Crowder of 115 Dane.
BTU Congress of the East Ark.
Mr. and Mrs. Edmond Jones
July 17, 1958
Harris' parents, Mr. and Mrs.
A daughter, Debra Ann, to Mr.
Dist.
association
with
convened
the
of 1735 On.
James Williams, of 310 N. 13th
A son, Barry Arturo, to Mr. and
and Mrs. Clinton Stiff of 768 PorBaptist churches of West Memphis
A daughter, Randy Thomas, to ter.
Mrs. Arne11 Scott of 160 W.
St. The Harris' live in Chicago, Ill.
the
at
New
Paul
St.
Church
at
ble and Mrs. John T. Robinson of
Jimmy Lyon, who resides on
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The Choh Union will be held held this year at the Collins Chap- who wanted to
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working for the Memphis
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accepting Department of the
A top level sales management career job with the largest,
Corps.
August.
Harris, Sam lialfacre and Johnnie
tai
most progressArmy's Certificate of Achieve.
ive manufacturer of Cosmetics and Toiletries in the
The District Conference of Dyers- Springfield. Miss Polly Francis
ob
Negro
Market, is
burg, held recently at the New Thompson is its charge of the
now open — waiting for the right woman to take it.
Texas men are wearing the
Hope CME church, Henning, elect- trip. Rev. B. F. Harris is pastor
The woman we want is unafraid. She knows well that it
"chemanse" as their answer to
ed Mrs. M. Johnson as District of Miles Chapel CME.
takes hard work,
Sunday School supervisor for the
enthusiasm, ambition and guts to reach the top. She
Peter Ray Field and Cecil Mos- women's loose-fitting styles.
gets along well
It's
a beach jacket of terry cloth
conference year 1959. Bobby Fur- by were here for a short visit last
with all kinds of people because she likes them,
understands their prob— wide at the shoulders and tapham won first place in the talent week.
lems,
makes them her friends. She has the quality of
program with a clarinet solo, "Danleadership. She
The funeral of Mrs. Willie Mae ered to the knees, with a waistcan smile when she gets discouraged — and go on
ny Boy," at the conference.
Coats' father was held at St. Mat- long slit in the front and a huge
from there.
The woman we want is practical. She has, among
pocket.
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thew Baptist church.
all
sense, good judgment, a sense of value, an eagerness things, common
New teachers; Mr. Horace EuMiss Addle Kate Munford left
to make a better,
richer
for Chicago recently. She had been
life
for
herself
and
those around her.
At least 50,000 more nurses are
visiting her mother, Mrs. Ber- needed in U. S.
hospitals and inShe can be of most any age. She can come from
tha Amos.
stitutions,
any walk of life. She
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Top Career Job Opportunity In Memphis

I

1 Woman - Unafraid To
Earn $1,800 Yearly

Men Answer Sack,
With Chemanse

pure pleasure

LOANS

SIGNATURE
AUTO-FURNITURE
Tlset• is e reason why people like
Is do busIness with so Yoe, sec
will lik• our courteous tntatment
end desire to help you.
"Open Thersdery end MO,
Nights Untif 8.00 P.M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00

DIXIE
FINANCE CO.
132 MADISON AVENUE
Home Omtrohd

Nome Owosso

Phous JA 5-7611

may now he selling, or has sold, a product or
manager already, a housewife, a beautician, a service. She could be a
recent graduate — most
anything — as long as she has the rare
quality we seek in our management people.
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The woman we want is in herself, an unusual
woman. Because she is,
she is worth a great deal to us, to herself
and to her community. And—
she knows it is better to start in the
middle and work her way up,
to start at the top and fall flat
than
down. We
advance her as she makes her own progress, will train her, guide her,
to
a
level
of income, prestige and recognition far beyond the
ordinary womans dreams.
If you are that woman, or if you
know such a woman, don't
keep it a
secret. Write us fully, in complete
you know you are the woman that confidence, about yourself and why
meets our requirements.
your letter to:
Address

• It's Convenient

• Fast
• Safe

NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM I
MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
Formerly
MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO. 7.4
•-fal1111111110111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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Ottorrat sollgwitto COMPANY, INC. LOUISVILLE. KY,
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LUCKY HEART COSMETICS
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Tri-tity News

' Dorothy Swift, the daughter of Salem
Baptist Fellowship house
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Austin, is visit- was the setting
for a luncheon.
ing an uncle and aunt in St. Louis, of the
church along with those
Mo.
from Beth Salem• church. The
Mr. and Mrs. James Washing- luncheon was sponsored by the
ton and son, of El Dorado Ark women of the church.
were business visitors in Forrest Lane Chapel CME church
held
City recently.
its quarterly conference recently
Sgt. Albert Parker, jr., the son with Rev. A. Logwood serving as
Of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Parker, presiding elder. Visiting for the
Sr., visited his parents recently. service were the members of Pettis
He was headed for I base in Memorial church of West Helena,
North Carolina.
Ark.
The Ladies' Relief club held an
A Fourth of July picnic was held
'annual Summer Tea recently at on the spacious lawn of Mr. and
the home of Mrs. Ezzie Lee Jack- Mrs. Godfrey Hodges for their
son, and serving as co-hostess with family and a few close friends,
her was Mrs. Clyde Moore.
and all of them enjoyed the exPink roses and other lovely sum- cellent menu served.
Mee flowers decorated the living
Miss Mayfield, who taught school
and dining rooms, and the table in Champaign, Ill., last year, is
was covered with a lace cloth home visiting the members of her
over green.
family.
Assisting at the tea were all
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Moore have
Of the members of the club. About as house guests Mrs. Clarence
40 guests were entertained during Euwing and children of Milwauthe event.
kee.

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., July 26, 1951,

Stanback, sr., and Mrs. Lawdeli
Fisher and other relatives.
( Mrs. Charlie Hardin (Bernell
' Ewell) and children are visiting
At last your scribe has finished borah Weedles is spending her
- - her mother, Mrs. Lydia F.wel.
attending meetings, for this SIIM• vacation with her grandparents, Mrs. Hardin lives in Clevelaed.
mer anyway, and maybe we can Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Moore. Mr. Bruce Wade of N. .I. Is visiting
settle down. We certainly wish to
Miss Faye Moore, who spent Mr, and
Mrs. Harris Hunt. Mr.
thank Mrs. Leverne Radford for the summer in Milwaukee, Wisc.„
row Moore, who has been on al
such a newsy column last week, has returned home. Mr. and Mrs.
extended visit with his daughter
I'm sure you enjoyed reading it,t Roy Flowers of Cleveland, Ohio, and sonin.law In Num R„. and
didn't you?
spent a few days with his sister Mrs. D. E. Bridgeman, has reSchool has opened all over the and niece, Mrs. Lillie Herron and
tarried home.
county and teachers are really • Mrs, Loraine LaRue.
The beautiful ranch style home
et work as well as pupils. Speak
Mr. end Mrs. Pearl Richie of ' of the Radford's was the setting
ing of teachers, we are happy to Webster Groves, Mo., were in Dyfor the regular meeting of the
freet some new ones and observe er a few days ago. rneir purpose i Neighborhood club on Wednesday
some changea in our set-up. Prin. was to return Mrs. Hollis Wynne ' night last. Guests were seated at
. and family who had spent a few tables when
iln.wL
in.gBu
enrnaenit
ttees a ndnouandcdeis
tcniepalf0W
they
entered the
days with them. Mr. and Mrs. W. , abode.
Rosenwald:
!
tions to his staff at
Agnew has had quite an extended 1 A plate including hot biscuits,
Miss L. Broyles, home economics vacation visiting many friends and stuffed potatoes, crab apples, pickteacher from Savannah succeeds relatives in various cities. To ms les, olives, tomato salad, cookies
Mrs. Marine Fenner, who is work- lion a few of their stops, they and frozen cokes were served to
ing in Dyer County where she visited daughters, alesdaines Lu- each meniber present after which
lives. Mr. Frank Reed of Jackson, cille Nelson, Thelma Stephenson games were enjoyed.
an addition, as Band Instructor, and Ella M. Holder all of Fort
Prizes were won by Mrs. Mar.
e
lkt.;a ybnreo;t hseorns„ m
l aesrrarya.Ag
is most welcome; Miss Dorothy '
Williee
n
oAfgnJeow
li: garet
son. ItBurton
w
and Mrs. Esther JohnWynne of Dyer, junior high, and
as a most relaxed session
the
Burton
from
Mrs. Margaret
A. Copeland: and niece,
Mrs. for the group and an enjoyable
Mt. Orange school who wilt also Annie R. Lepston, all of Chicago. meeting.
work in the junior high department. Ernest Barnett is home from
Mrs. Bessie Belmont attended
Other transfers include Mrs. La- A & I State university with his the funeral of her brother in JackRadford from Thomas Grove mother, Mrs. Rebecca Danner.
verne
son
this week who was accidentally
FORCED TOGETHERNESS—
Ones," soon to be released by
American entry in the interto Milan, Mrs. Bernece Bailey
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Williams, killed by a train.
A four-pound, 29-inch chitin virUnited Artists The pair sir
national Film Festival in Her.
from Mt. Orange to Milan and Mr. Mrs. Eva Genie Johnson, and Mrs. Those persons that attended
tually "co-stars" with Tony
cast as race-hating fugitives
Ito, where Peltier was voted by
Alonzo Ball of Rutherford, an ad- Beatrice ivie spent Sunday in Bells the State Convention of the AmeriCurtis and Sidney Pottier in
who are shackled together in
lodges as the year's best acdition, as successor to Mrs. Bailey visiting Mrs. Cora 13, Williams can Legion in Knoxville were Mesflight. Dramatic scenes like this
Stanley Kamer's -The Defiant
tor.
as principal at Mt. Orange,
Woods.
srs. R. L. Radford, Johnnie Jamimade the film an invitational
Principal Burnette also states
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Robinson, Lou. son, and Artie Lee Gentry. These
1 MEMPHIS — J. F.Estes, attor- In endorsing Candidates Vote-0
persons
report having had a wonthat two of the rooms that are to be is Robinson, and Miss Berths
ney and general chairman of Vote. Rama will find out:
added have been completed. One is James motored to Bowling Green, derful time and that the meeting
0-Barns, announced that a state- 1. If he is qualified?
the Music Room and one is for the Ky , Sunday to spend the day with was quite a business one. T h e
Wide Vote-O-Rama campaign will 2. Can he gather support to win?
Building Trades classes. We can a brother of Mr. Robinson Mr. beauty of the state is more apbe sponsored by the Veterans Ben 3. The Candidate's interest in the
see that all this adds up to an in. and Mrs. Golden Wade and family, preciated by them since attending
efit Of America here.
Negro's progress in an integratMr. and Mrs. William Stanback, this meeting in the Smokies. Mr.
crease in total enrollment and proPurpose of the Vote-O-Rama is ed political society?
gress for our schools in their phy- Jr., of Milwaukee, Wisc., are visit- Radford retains the position as
to develop county-wide political After these points are considered,
•
•
steal set-up, for which we are i_ng parents, Mr. and Mrs. William State Adjutant.
leadership in every county where definite commitments must be
justly proud.
Negroes are residing.
made to the Negro in response to
We are sorry to have to report
Fayette county and Haywood are the race's supportand votes.
the passing of two of our renowned
counties in which Negroes have
HOLLYWOOD
—
Sidney
Poitie
r
to
understand
that
he
is
no
"CharGoldwyn
studios
in
citizens
this week. Mr. Ebb WheatHollywood.
Vote-O-Rama theme for Aug. 7,
never registered and are not perley biassed away and his funeral
1958, Tennessee election is "Get — the tall, lithe New Yorker via lie Potatoes," that Cullen is a SAW HARD TIMES
mitted to vote.
The son of a Bahamian tomato was held at the CME church in
Out The ViTtes For the R i g Is Miami and Nassau — was firmly man. And Cullen discovers that beThe Vote-O-Rama will be con- Folks."
established last week aa the ing white has not made Jackson huckster, Poitier was born 34 Trenton. The Rev. White, his sonducted in both counties to enworld's No. I Negro actor.
Immune from problems, failure, years ago in Miami when his par- in-law from St. Louis, was down FROSTY MINT FLOAT
able milk nutrients to the diet. For
A state-wide Vote-ti-Rams will
courage Negroes to register and
Moreover, given a big push by poverty.
ents made a business trip to and spent a few days with him i FOR SUMMER REFRESHMENT the youngsters in the family these
Vote in this years' governor's elec- be held and announcements will Berlin Film Festival judges, he
just
before he passed. The Rev.
Here's an idea for a double duty dairy foods help supply their high
Realizing these facts, of course, that Florida city. Forced to work
be made soon. Persons interest- took a giant step toward fulfillment
tion.
P. L. McClain was buried on Sat- treat — a milk and ice cream requirement of calcium, Protien,
Cullen and Jackson stop fighting at an early age, slow starting his
Vote-O-Rama held its meeting re- ed may contact Vote-O-Rama of his ambition — top rating as an
urday
last
with
the
funeral
being
"soda"
which can serve as both and vitamin A.
each other and, pulling together as education (he didn't begin school held at
cently at Clayborn Temple and un- headquarters, 860 Vance Avenue, untyped star of stars, period.
the Dyer CME church. The' bev..m'age and dessert. Add a sanduntil he was 11,) Poitier has climb
For the adult members of the
animously
approved
question- Memphis, Tenn.
Already widely accepted as a equals, fight time, the elements, ed to stardom
Eulogy
was
given
by
the
Rev.
P.
wich
and
salad for a cool sumin motion pictures
it's an easy way to get
naires to be submitted to the gu
great talent by his contemporar- and the rugged marshy country in over a
E.
Brooks,
presiding
elder
of
the
mer
meal,
or
serve
alone
for
a
refamilY'
tortuous route that included
bernatorial candidates on their p;- WOMAN'S PLACE
ies, Poitier received rare critical an effort to make good their es- numerous
part
of
their recommended two
North
Jackson
District,
of
which
freshing
between
meal
snack.
The
odd jobs, migration to
eitions and support once elected
creamy texture and delicaie mint glasses of milk a day. And it'a so
ST. PAUL, Minn. — (UPI) — An acclaim when he was voted "best cape.
New York from Nassau, and a dis Rev. McClain was a member,
It is the Vote-O-Rama's intention
He was pastor of the C. M. P. flavor of Summer Green Mint Float simple to make that children cal
actor" by judges of the internsAs a symbol of his award at appointing debut in show business
estate salesto endorse the candidates w h o expert advises real
church at Savannah, Tenn. Among will delight young and old alike.; make their own. So why not serve
tional Berlin Film Festival for his
as a stage hand.
give the most favorable answers to men not to place too much em- portrayal of the Southern fugitive the Berlin Film Festival, Pottier
the many people from out-of-town
The milk and ice cream in this it for your next warm weather
the Questionnaires. Negroes in phasis on the glories of today's "Cullen" in Stanley Kramer's was presented a Silver Bear tro- He made his first movie, "No that attended his funeral were sev- soda-like creation both add valu-; meal or quick pick-up?
Tennessee are- urged to vote
soon-to-be released movie, "T he phy. At the time, the award was Way Out," in 1049. "The Defiant eral members of that church whose
gadel-filled kitchens.
made, he was scheduled for work Ones," which will be released names your scribe failed to get.
fo rthe candidate who will supDefiant Ones."
011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I1111111111111111.
port the Negro's cause.
It was one of only three Amer- in "Porgy and Bess." But produc- through United Artists, is his 10th to our regret, along with Mrs. P.
The Negro holds the balance of
ican motion pictures accepted as tion of this movie was delayed film. He was hest-known previous E Brooks, Rev. and Mrs. A. H.
JOHN KASPER GETS
power in the coming election,
entries in the Berlin Film Festival. when a flash fire destroyed the ly for his work in 'Blackboard Rice, Rev. L. A. Story, Rev, N. T.
TIME OFF FOR GOOD
both governor and senatorial. The
Anna Magnani won the "best ac- "Porgy and Bess" set at Sam Jungle" and "Something of Value." Walker, Rev, J. C. Hullum, Mrs.
CONDUCT IN PRISON
Ivory Rhodes sad Mr. Frank SylNegro vote will make the differtress" award for her role in "Wild
vers all of Memphis; Rev. D. E.
ence in the defeat or victory for
Is The Wind."
White supremacy, segregaBridgeman, Rev. DeWitt Alcorn,
governor and U. S. Senator.
tionist leader John Kasper, PREMIERE IN CHICAGO
and Rev. 0. J. Graves all of MiThe Vote-O-Rama wants the
sentenced to a year in prison
In "The Defiant Ones," . which
lan: Rev, M. H. Burnett of HumNegro to know in advance who he
In Tallahassee, Fla., will be
will be world-premiered in Chicaboldt, Rev. and Mrs. J. D. Hutson
is voting for and what benefit he
released August 1. Kasper
go in mid-August, Poitier is coof Jackson, Mrs. Edna Burnett and
will receive once the candidate is
was locked up for contempt
starred with Tony Curtis.
Mrs.
Mary Barnett of Gibson, Mrs
lected.
of a Federal court.
Chained together, they escape
Farrah Ivie, Mrs. Lelia Locke of
There was no hint as to
in 3 blinding rain when a truck
Rutherford and many others from
whether eight months behind
carrying a load of prisoners is
noar-by communities.
bars had softened the rabble
wrecked. But as they flee for freeThose persons that attended
rousing Kasper, according to
dom, the white fugitive ("Jackthe Dyersburg District Conferprison officials.
son") reveals a vicious hatred of
ence, S. S. and CYF convention
Warden F.. R. Goodwin said
Negroes, and Cullen displays a
as delegates from this area last
Kasper's behavior has been
matching, seething dislike f o r
week were Mrs. Farrah Ivie, Mrs.
"satisfactory,"
RICOROS FOR Vents ON!
BROKEN HEART NOT FATAL , -For some the glamour of romance Lucy Overall, Mrs Alberta Jamiwhite people.
He is getting out four months
Carlotta:
Dear
Yet despite their hatred of each
and joy of love vanish for ever. son, Miss Jerry Alfred& Wynn,
JOi Poplar of Leudordoks
early for "good behavior."
Will it break a 22-year-old girl's It is a terrible thing for a man John Etta Jamison and Rev, W. C.
other, if Cullen and Jackson are
Pima. JA 1-43411
heart if she falls in love with a to rob a girl of the
to
make
good
their
escape,
they
by filling Rogers. Mrs. lvie was District PilliftlIfill101011111111011M111111(tiRMIIIIIIII10111111,111111
must help each other — for the man, and later finds out that he her heart so full of ye for him anist. Mrs. Jamison, Youth Di29-inch chains attached to iron has no intentions of marrying that there is never a
room left rector, Rev. Rogers, joint Board
bracelets won't allow them to go her?
for another man. PI ty of girls of Finance.
their separate ways.
At present I am just being friend- get over these first loves and
Please forgive me, persons atly to a girl who falls into that cate- marry, but they have only the tending the McClain funeral from
DIFFICULT ROLES
In what must be the most phy- gory. She does not have too many cold ashes of affection to give St. Louis include Mr. and Mrs.
sically-demanding roles ever as- men friends, and those which she their husbands.
Laymon Overall and two children,
signed by a Hollywood producer, has pay only scant attention to Consider, also, how unfair a deal Mr. Azzie Lee Overall, Mrs. Car- SUMMER GREEN MINT FLOAT 4 mint sprigs
you
are
giving
her.
the
girl.
You
are mon Mitchell, Mrs. Flossie Dick- 1 quart vanilla or peppermint
Poitier and Curtis savagely fight,
Combine 1 - 2 quart (or 1 pint)
I am not begrudging the hours spoiling her chances of making a ey, his daughter, Mrs. Leroy Pendtrudge, wade and beat their way
ice cream
Ice cream, the milk, peppermint
New York, N. Y. (Special) — a problem!" And among these
that
I
spend
with
her,
and
am
not
good
marriage
when
you
do
not
through swamps, forest, and other
er, Mr. Pender and son from Mem- 2 cups milk
extract, coloring and corn syrup.
vaFor the first time science has sufferers were a very wide
rugged terrain as they head for a hurting myself, but I would like to mean to marry her yourself, You phis also attended. His widow is Few drops peppermint extrect Beat with rotary beater until frothy
found a new healing substance riety of hemorrhoid conditions,
be
fair,
and
avoid
having
her
exare
taking
up
all
of
standing.
her
years'
freight
line
that
"runs
up
time
and
North."
the
Mrs.
Wallace
Overall.
Few
drops
green
vegetable
to
20
former
colof
10
Pour
into tall glasses; garnish with
with the astonishing ability to some
All this, without the use of
Meanwhile, as you would know, pect anything serious to happen attention, and when other men see Vacationers are still enjoying
oring
remaining ice cream and fresh
shrink hemorrhoids, stop itchastrinthey are being chased by the as a result of my visits. Mark. her with you on almost all occa- themselves. This week we have 2 tablespoons light corn syrup
ing, and relieve pain — without narcotics, anesthetics or
mint. Makes 4 servings.
gents of any kind. The secret is
surgery.
sions they naturally keep away.
sheriff, his hot-breathing posse, Dear Mark:
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Donald DixIn one hemorrhoid case after a new healing substance (BioThe only honorable thing for a on of Buffalo, N. Y., visiting Mrs.
and a flock of straining blood- I would like to commend you for
•
a
• another,"very striking improve- Dyne')— the discovery of
being considerate of the girl in man to do when he discovers that Dixon's mother, Mrs. Bessie Belhounds.
ment" was reported and veri- world-famous research instituis
in
During the early stages of their the matter. Most men, whose at- a girl is falling in love with him, mont and family of Rutherford.
tion. Already, His-Dyne
fied by doctors' observations.
flight, neither the dismal prospect tentions do not include intentions, and he does not intend to return Mr. and Mrs. L. Johnson, Mrs.
Pain was relieved promptly. wide use for healing injured
VACATION TIPS ...
of re-imprisonment nor the dream are concerned only in making a her affection is to keep away from Fanchon Gentry and children and
And, while gently relieving tissue on all parts of the body.
This new healing substance
pain, actual reduction or reof freedom is enough to beat down fast getaway, and rarely give her and force her to realize that Miss Leora Williams of Chicago are
ointor
suppository
offered
in
is
place.
(shrinking)
took
traction
animosity between Cullen and thought to the harm they rilaY she has nothing to gain from him. visiting Mrs. Mattie D. Ivy. Mrs.
And most amazing of all — ment form called Preparation
Jackson. The dramatic pace of cause the girl.
Helen Wade along with her pastor's
this improvement was main- H.* Ask for individually sealed
supOf course, girls whose affections TAIL RIDERS
wife, Mrs. Daniel Cook and daugh"The Defiant Ones" reaches fever
tained in eases where doctors' convenient Preparation H H
Preparation
positories
or
Eight per cent of all drivers in- ter were guests of Mrs. Wade's
observations were continued
pitch when Jackson calls Cullen have been "trifled with," as the
appliover a period of many month"! ointment with special sold at
a "nigger" and Cullen retorts: old phrase „goes, do not die of volved in traffic accidents were fol- mother, Mrs. Clarence Moore overH is
In fact, results were so thor- cator. Preparation Satisfaction
"If you call me nigger again. broken hearts, but in many cases lowing the car ahead too closely, night this week, They reside in
ough that sufferers were able all drug counters. refunded.
their faith in men is shattered. according to Chicago Motor Club. Benton Harbor, Mich. Little DeJoker, I'll kill you!"
to make such astonishing state- guaranteed or money Pat. Off.
•Ras.
V
3
LEARN TOLERANCE
ments as"Piles have ceased to be
But as Cullen and Jackson
are forced to sleep tog6her in wet
underbrush, smoke off the same
cigarette, share frog legs, they
slowly realize that they are not
basically different. Jackson begins
(English Lady)

Dyer, Rutherford, Trenton

Candidates ToBe
Queried On Race

Poitier Acclaimed At
Berlin Film Festival

e Milky Way

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
Stops Itch—Relieves Pain

IG
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MADAM BELL
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY

•

This is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being awey and at last she Is
back to stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
sweetheart? Are you
you boil faith in your husband, wife or
your
In bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are
She
once.
at
you
advise
BELL
MADAM
let
come
problem%
will read life to you just as she would read an open book.
have
Tell you why your job or business is not a success. If you
failed In the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
fine, on the way to Hernando Her home Is 2 blocks below
where she used to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
te look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times (She never had an office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S

1111111111111MMIIIL

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours I a.m. to 9 p m.
Readings Daily Open on Sundays
Ann% make any home calls or answer any letters. I. sure
to look for the right sign and the right name.

The one gin that tastes-great
mixed...! chased...-. :ors

Be
sure you
have a
place
to stay

IRONS REPAIRED
TOASTERS _ LAMPS
FANS
VACUUM CLEANERS
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS

Feel like a straight or a mixed drink?
Gilbey'a is the one gin that's great, either
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
mixed drinks, yet so smooth and mellow,
the taste is great straight That's why g
it's the great favorite, all around the world

ALSO—
THROW-AWAY BAGS FOR
ALL TYPE CLEANERS

the one gin 'distilled in
15 countries and served
around the world!

RAND SIGN.

•

15

APPLIANCES, INC.
760 Urslen - A. 7-2631
P.4,
3-307
22611 Perk Ave-PA.11

by
phoninfrahead for
Reservations
Camping out in the car
is no way to start a
vacation. It's smart to
phone ahead for
reservations. And while
sou're away, plan to
keep close touch
with home by telephone.
Adds pleasure to the
whole trip. Save
money, save time—
call station-to-station.
It's Twice As Fast
So Con By Numbs(

ecoutherniEtell
&
CILIUM DISTILLED LONDON DRY GIN. 90 PROOF. 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS.
Clint LTD., CINCINNATI, OHIO. DISTRIBUTED In NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS C1:
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Memphis Depot
Sets A Record
For Contracts

Sat., July 26, 1958

Army Comes To Aid Of
Sergeant's Dependent
How the U. S. Army takes care photograph and statement. Mr.
of its personnel and their depend- Johnson, although unable to leave
ents was demonstrated at Mem- his bed, was thus able to complete
phis General Depot this week in all the necessary requirements for
the case of SFC Freddie Hollowell. hospital admission.
now with Headquarters Company,
Sixth U. S. Army, San Francisco,
Calif., and his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Armstead J. Johnson, 2143
Lyon Avenue.
SFr. Johpson's father, 78 years
of age, s fered a stroke with partial parlsis and has been bedridden for the last nine months.
He had led an active life and
worked as a brick mason until
about six years ago when poor
health limited his activities. In adThe Hyde Park and Hollywood
dition, Mr. Johnson had also been
the pastor of St. Paul's Mission Civic club has changed the dates
of its regular meeting from the
on McNeil Street id Memphis
When SFC Johnson, a veteran second and fourth Tuesday nights
of
each month to the second and
of 12 years' Army service, returned home on furlough recently, he fourth Thursday nights, it was antold his mother that she should nounced last week.
REGISTRATION
SPECIAL
opened, until closing time at
apply at the Memphis General De- The change was made, it was
5 p. m., a steady stream of
DAY — Registration officials
pot for an Army Dependent's Medi-1 reported, to accommodate the
offices
at
the
outdoor
set
up
citizens
from the Walker and
working schedule of one of the
care Card.
Lee Homes and West Junction
Mrs. Johnson applied to the top officials of the organization. Ford Road school last week,
and from 8 a. m. when they
arrived to qualify to vote in
Rev. M. Winfield, in making the
depot Adjutant, Capt. Anthony J.
the August 7 primary election.
Daniels, for the necessary papers. announcement, said that he hoped
to complete the medicare appli- that the members of the organizacation so that Mr. Johnson could tion would retain their interest
be admitted to a hospital as a in thte club, and continue to coserviceman's dependent. It wasj operate with it as the group
necessary that a photograph oil seeks to improve the community.
the dependent he attached to the! He said that great improvements
application; and also, that the de- had been made by the Memphis'
pendent's statement be signed in Recreation department
in providperson.
recreational facilities for
Captain Daniels arranged for the ing
depot photographer and an Army children of Gooch Park which
By EDGAR T. STEWART
to capture the small rebellious
representative to go to the John- said that he hoped that the memsore spot of the empire, and many
Ion home and make the necessary was given to the community last
Palmares was a Negro republic were defeated, and even a general
year.
I Trees have been planted, he said, built in Brazil during the days of captured. Later, Scipio Aemiliana wading pool, concession stands slavery. It was a kind of city state us was sent there with
80,000
built by Maroons.
slides, and swings installed.
troops but the Numantians, with
Maroons were Negro slaves in 7,000 managed to hold out for 14
the West Inlies and Latin Ameri- months and surrendered only aftca who escaped to uninhabited dis- er they had run out of food.
tricts and maintained their inde- In the case
of Palmares, Brazil
pendence under their own rulers. sent army after
army after the
The rulers were usually called Maroons, and
they too met defeat.
"zombies"
Then they set a huge military
Palmares was said to hatee had
group complete with cannons
a wall built of tree trunks, and
against the cannonless Maroons.
In a four-ear smashup at Union TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE. Ala. from it emerged the inhabitants
The Brazilians stood off and
end Lauderdale July 17, three per- — The degee, doctor qf philosophy to prey upon those in surrounding
shelled the city until they felt that
sons were injured and another was in cooperative extension admini- areas. Their loot included food, it was
ready for the infantry. They
charged with rimming a red light. stration, was conferred upon Grady women, and other slaves, but
then proceeded to take it foot by
Charged was John D. Bryant of W. Taylor, district agent, Alabama they finally settled down to makfoot, and when all hope was gone,
991 Ford Place.
extension service, by the Univer- ing a living from agriculture, and
the Zombe jumped to his death
Injured were: Mrs. Robert Agee sity of Wisconsin at its recent actually established a trade with from a cliff in the center of the
other settlements. The population
of Route 1, Helena, Ark., her son. commencement convocation.
city. The leadingff.
followDr. Taylor is a native of Bar- was said to have grown to 20,000,
Gene, 8, received head injuries and
ed his example, and others leapbour
County,
Ala.
He
eye,
received
daughter
and
Dorothy, 8.
of these 10,000 were fighters.' ed to
a black
their
deaths
after
them.
also received head injuries. All both the high school diploma and
The republic has been called the
were treated at the hospital and the B. S. degree in agricultural "Negro Numantia," because its The few who did not kill themselves
were captured and slain,
education from Tuskegee Insti- history is so much like that of
dismissed with minor injuries.
Investigating officers Coop and tute. He received the masters de- Numantia in Spain, which was In because the people Brazilians
were
afraid
to risk using them
Pennick said Bryant was going gree in agricultural education cated on a hill, and during the
North on Lauderdale in a '58 Chev- from the University of Wiscon- days of the Roman Empire re as slaves.
rolet, ran the red light and crash- sin in 1952.
mained the only spot in that nun
ed into Airs. Agee's Buick. Her
try which the world rulers could TAX DEDUCTION CLAWS
'53 Buick was knocked around
About one-fourth of all the nat- not conquer immediately.
LONDON — (UPI) — A tax offiInto two other cars just pulling ural gas consumed in the U. S. The Roman leaders, according
cial ruled recently that cats kept
away in both west bound lanes. is used in Texas.
to history, sent army after army in shops as mouse
-catchers may
be deducted as business expense.'

Hyde Park Club
Changes Meets
To Thursdays

Contracts totaling $486,000 for
the month of June swelled those
let by the Memphis General Depot
to an all-time high of $109,190
for the fiscal year ending June 30,
Col. William D. Buchanan, the
commanding officer announced
last week.
Memphis contractors received
all but one of the major construc- 1
squadron executive officer, It.
PROMOTION is
tion and maintenance contracts RECEIVING
Cd. J. C. Mills, presents the
at
sun
Dickerson,
James
L.
which were awarded as follows:
promotion certificate to the
Mr. and Mrs. James R. DickCamp Electric company, $24,866
Tennessean, now serving with
of 10S Third ave., Carerson
to furnish and install air condiUtility Squadron One at Bar.
thage, Tenn. He attended Wiltioning units.
ber's Point Naval Air Station,
son High school before enM. G. Ungren and Son, Inc.,
Oahu, Hawaii.
tering the Navy ha 1956. His
$11,900 for addition to quarters.
Tennessee Asphalt and Paving
company, $40.403, for asphalt paving of depot warehouse area.
Shelby Electric company, $16,800
to install electric distribution system.
Southern Painting company,
Successful plays for which he
$21,780, for painting concrete block
Earning a living in New York
warehouses.
City as a free lance drummer was the drummer have includer&
B. A. Morgan company, $115,103 might sound like a difficult way he said, "Pal Joey," and "11/141/
for installing dehumidifying equip- to make a living, but James Craw- Wonderful," starring Sammie DaPersons giving volunteer sem
ment in depot warehouses.
Ice at the school estimated that
ford, who left here in 1929, after vis, Jr.
L and M Construction company, graduating from Manassas, with
more than 500 persons regis.
Asked if he would like to have
$14,575, for erosion control and Prof. Jimmy Lunceford and his had the good fortune to have been
tered during the day.(Withers
docking facilities on depot small Chickasaw Syncopators is doing hired for such a long time hit as
Photo.)
boat basin.
quite well at it.
"My Fair Lady" has turned out
West Construction com p any, Mr. Crawford, who was in town to be, he said, "No, playing !he
$15,483, for unloading strategic for two weeks to visit relatives, same thing for so long can be
materials stored by depot.
Is now playing in the Broadway boring. You sit there, evening afA Pittsburgh, Pa., firm, Charles hit, "Jamaica," starring Lena ter evening, and during matinees,
Peterson company, was awarded Horne, and while the cast is playing the same tunes. and you
an $18,400 contract to insaall rail- taking a six-week break before re- soon find it quite tedious."
suming on Aug. 11; he said that A BIG DEMAND
road siding tracks.
he thought that he would fly down
As -a drummer, he said, he has
51111111111101111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111 to this part of the country to see been able to earn enough money
just
getting
how
everyone
was
to buy a comfortable home, and a
NASHVILLE SCHOOL
along.
nice automobile, and he said that
PLAN GETS FEDERAL
The drummer traveled around there is plenty of more jobs to
COURT APPROVAL
the country with the Luneeford be had as a drummer.
HOLLY SPRINGS, Miss. — A
According to a judgment filband until 1942, andadecided to DT
"Music, like any other field,"
Development Campaign for Rust ed by attorneys in Nashville
his hand at making a living hi he said, "is one in which you have
college will be launched in the recently, the
lawsuit for and the big city. He said tha tit has to prove that you are proficient,
Fall a 1959, according to Dr. Er- against the Tennessee
city's been quite easy, and aside from Once you reach that stage, you
nest A, Smith, president of the
plan of grade's-year desegre- playing with studio bands for all find that there is a demand for
school.
gation in the public schools has of the national networks, he your services.
The announcement was made
been left to taw juriediction of also helps to make music for the "The jobs and the money at)
following a meeting of a commit- the Federal
little advertising jingles that are to be had. and why shouldn't
court.
tee representing the Board of
The plan submitted by the so popular with the boys on Madi- take them?" he asked.
Trustees of the college and two
Nashville SchoolAC , has son avecue.
professional fund raising consultalready been apprised by red- IN HITS AND FLOPS
"Today's housewife entertains
ants.
eral Judge William E. Miller
Mr. Crawford said that he has more, is active in community afFunds raised In the campaign
and attorneys have 3e days in been hired as drummer for snout fairs and regards herself more as
are scheduled to be used for the
which to appeal Judge Miller's 10 musicals on Broadway, and an individual," said Joan Christoconstruction of an auditorium-gym- 1
several of them turned out to be pher, a staff member of New
nasium, a dormitory for men, and final decision.
The first grade in the city flops. One famous flop, which ran New York's Theater of Industry.
one for women, a new president's
schools of Nashville was in. on for several months, playing to When a salesman shows her a
house, and homes for the faculty
a half-filled house at the insistence kitchen first, she has a depressing
at the north end of the campus. teaseled last fall.
of the stubborn promoter, was reaction that drudgery is all she
The project will include the com- IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
"Anchors Aweigh."
is good for."
plete remodeling of the science
building and the general assembly building which will become
the Fine Arts building, and an
increase in the endowment fund.
The college plans to raise funds
FAMOUS ARTIST ROBERT PIOUS has been a Lucky
by contacting members of the
fan for twenty years. He gets fine tobacco—and
Methodist church in Mississippi,
no nonsense! "For my money," he says, "Luckies
Minnesota, North Dakota, and
South Dakota, and parts of Tenare the best-tasting cigarette a man can smoke!"
nessee, and alumni and friends
of the college.

Drummer For Lunceford
Now Plays Free Lance

Maroons Established Rust To Launch
Fund
Palmares In Brazil In FallCampaign
Of'59

Man Runs Light
Causing Wreck Grady Taylor
Injuring Three Wins Doctorate

4-H

Stock-up on COKE and these quick-fix foods and be ready to give
6

aPtyfroni yput,POic
•
Your grocer is
featuring these
foods now!

When you want to turn out an extra-epeclal dish and time is short—that's
when your plentifully stocked pantry is a real blessing! So shop your
grocer's for canned goods, frozen foods, mixes. And don't forget your
favorite sparkling drink—Coca-Cola. If there's one thing that adds distinction to snacks, Mellkl, desserts—it's Coke.
4 4.v.

714

'es-.

Alcoholic beverages take about,
four cents out of the dollar of the
average American's spending money.

LOCAL DELEGATES
REPORT ON NAACP
CONFAB JULY 27

Students
Attend
Course At A&I
—

dm I

-

Short

NASHVILLE — Nearly 300 Tennessee 4-H 'club boys and girls and
thteir farm and home demonstration agents, convening on Tennessee A and I State university's
campus through July 18 for the
annual state 4.H Short Course,
have kicked off the school's second Summer session.
Three other groups are slated
to hold meets on the campus during the Summer school program.
They include the Cosmetology Institute from July 21 through July
26; the National Negro County
Agricultural Agents Association
from July 27 through 30; and the
Farm and Home institute, on Aug.
111111111111111111111111010MIN81111111911111111111111111111111,
il and 12.
News of what happened and
what was discussed at the
49th Annual Convention of the
NAACP in Cleveland, Ohio dor.
ing the period July 13 will
be the order of business at
the next local chapter's meeting Sunday July 27, at Mt.
Ohre Cathedral.
Delegates to the convention,
H. T. lockard and Rev. D. S.
Cunningham will give their reports at the session scheduled
to start at 4 p. or. The Cathedral Is located at Linden and
Lauderdale.

DO YOU KNOW THIS MAN?
asap.- •• • oes•••••••• ••••••••••.• •••••••••••••

4:44•44,.

PLANKED FISH FILLETS. Thaw frozen fish fillets, spread
with prepared bread stuffing, roll, fasten with toothpicks.
Dot with butter, bake on plank until almost done. Border
with instant mashed potatoes, return to oven until border
browns. Arrange peas on plank. So festive served with the
bright sparkle of Coca-Cola.

FRUIT WITH CUSTARD SAUCE. So quick—no
cooking! And guests will really be impressed when
you serve it! Heap chilled canned fruits into a howl,
pour on instant vanilla pudding for sauce. Drew it
up with slivered toasted almonds. Remember —
dessert time is a good time for the good tests
of Coke. Enjoy the cold crisp taste of Coke!

A. T."QUICK CASH" JONES

Loans Arranged
FROM

50 TO

$500

ON

SIGNATURE - AUTO. FURNITURE
No Waiting

IONS

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
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- No Red Tape - We Arrange Everything

HARLEM FINANCE CO.
1A 6-5088

317 BEALE

Get the
honest
taste of a
Lucky Strike
ex/46,7.r
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